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Ledger & Times
MURRAV, KY.

MONDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 30, 1984

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

25e PER 1.01'1

MSU regents pass budget,
approve new college plan
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Murray State regents Saturday approved a $41.8 million
budget, and authorized a major
reorganization that will
establish an MSU College of
Education, The reorganization is primarily related to the College of
Human Development of Learning. HDL will become an education college and two noneducation departments will
move to other colleges. The
changes are intended to increase the visibility and emphasis of MSU's teacher education program, as well as more
logically align departments.
The board also hired Dr.
James Booth as Vice President
for Academic Affairs; extended
the service of Dr. Thomas
Hogancamp to September, 1985,
as Vice President for Administrative Services; and named a new Dean of Libraries. Coy
L. Harmon, director of technical
services in the University of
, apOklahoma libraries, was
pointed library dean.
The board's budget action was
notable for itstiack of discussion,
as regents had "the smallest
percentage increase in recent
history': with which to work,
said Robert Lawton,, chair of the
Finance Committee. MSU expenditures will increase by 4
percent in. 1984-85, with salaries
going up by 2 percent but departmental operating funds remaining the same as in 1983-84.
"It isn't what we want to be
able to offer," said Lawton of
the salary figure. "It's all we're
able to offer."
The budget is limited by an increase of just 1.9 percent in state
funding. The state's $26 million
allocation, Lawton noted, :comprises 62.2 percent of the budget,
down from 63.5 percent last
year. Tuition rates, up by 7 per-

- 40v. Martha Layne Vollitis, Kentucky's first woman governor. and
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Dr. Harry M. SpaniT
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University, will be.aw.,
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The new alignment also
renames certain education
departments to better reflect
their purposes: the Department
of Instruction and Learning
becomes Elementary and
Secondary Education, and Professional Studies becomes
Educational Leadership and-Counseling
In addition, the Center for Innovation and Development
moves to the academic vice
president's office; the Social
Work Division goes to the
Department of Sociology and
Anthropology; and the assistant
dean and graduate coordinator
positions are consolidated in the
College of Education.
The only change that encountered significant opposition
was the • transfer of the Department of Agriculture from the
sciences college to Industry and
Technology. Department faculty were equally divided, with the
chairman favoring the move,
Booth said.
Booth recommended the move
to emphasize more applied, visible and accountable research in
the department.
"It seems to- me MSU can't
compete with land-grant institutions in agricultural research,"
Booth told the -board. "Our
thrust must be- applted research." A' possible name
change is being discussed, he
added.
A dean will have to be named
for the education college. as
HDL Dean Moses Koch has been
(Cont'd on page 7)

Small injured,
gimday wreck

A Murray man is hospitalized
today at,MtuTay.-Calloway County Hospital as_ the result of injuries he suffered in a two-vehicle
crash on Kentucky 94 East Sunday night.
Thomas G. Small, 48, 215 S.
• •
_ •
16th St., was hospitalized after
the vehicle he •was driving was
by a vehicle driven by
.'
"struck
The following names drawn in quelyn Overbey. James Overby,
Nast, 24, Route 6, acopenW.
open court are summonsed to Reba Parrish, John T. Phillips, cerding to reports from the Kenappear for-- jury -duty__In the. _Ella Mae Quertermous, Delpha tucky State Police.
Callowgy Circuit Court beginn- Rhoa-des-,7---Gibrge—NO/Ye1't57-According-to'the pollrirrefiort-7-ing Monday, May 7, 1984 at 9:00 Talmadge Sims, Constance
Nast was west bound on 94 when
a.m. in the Miller Courthouse Talent, William Thorn. Lloyd
he apparently lost control of his
Underhill, Troy Vance, June
Annex.
- reassignment,..of 'all
vehicle and ran off theroad. He
Pam Alexander, Margie Arm- Vanover. Faustine Walker and
t h tee elementary-, principals.
then reportedly swerveciback on
bruster, Charlotte Barker, George Wilson.
the road and struck the Small
Tile meves were Made when
Lurline Billington, Sam
. high S'ehool assistant principal
vehicle which was east bound on
Calhoun, Helen Carlin, Ron
94.
thU•Nix resigned. East PrinChristopher, Ruth Cole, Frankie
I Hob Allen was assigned to
The accident occurred at 7:15
Coles, Hewlett Cooper, Hazel
p.m. about 11 miles east of Murhis post; Southwest Principal
Crawford, Brown Crouch, Jenray and was investigated by
'
Ray.
hinti•to East; and North
nifer Crouse, Maggie Culpepper,
Dale Parker.
Trooper
Principal Jim; Feltner to
Drive
Residents of 615 Ellis
Joseph Curd, John Dale, Joe
Nast and a passenger in the
Southwest. North sixth-grade
on a burglary-inin
walked
Dyer, Myra Jo Farley, Terry
teacher • Ronnie Walker was
progress at their home Saturday Small vehicle. Shirley Ann Small,
Farris, Bert Garland, Jr., Clifnamed the new North Principal.
morning, according to Murray were trea,ted and released at the
ford Garrison, Florella HenPolice Detective Charles Peeler local hospital, according to
drickson, Benny Herndon, Ruth
who reports an arrest was made reports.
'Hill, Burion Holsapple, Henry
shortly after the incident.
Holton, Dan Hutson, II, Jewell
Peeler says Paul Caldwell, 18,
Jones, J. W. Jones, Carol Kelly, 733 Riley Court. was arrested at
I'romoted from associate to
Sue Lamb, Winnie Love, 4 a.m. Saturday inside the
full professor were:
One Section - 16 Pages
Mildred Lowe.
Keith Heim, Owen Moseley,
residence of Josey Sales only
14. 15
Classifieds
Martha Matheny, Bobby
\\Tin fi ein Rose Irnia'Colli.ns,
minutes after Sales called police
14
Comics
Meador, George Moody, Ralph
Neil -Weber. Buford Anderson,
to report the burglary was going
Crosswords
Morris, Don Murdock, Gary Mc- on.
Michael Cohen„Kent Forrester,
4
Dear-Abby
Chard, Joe McClard, Jo
Anita Lawson, Joe King,
Caldwe'll was lodged in
5
Horoscope
McDougal, Jackie Nichy, Hugh
Vaughn Vandegrift, James
Calloway County Jail, according
4, 5,
Murray Today
Oakley, Lynda Oliver, Jac14tioth and Mark Malinauskas.,
to the detective's•report.
It
Obituaries .
3
Perspective. .
5
Rainey's Day
10. 11
Sports

Names drawn for those set
to appear for circuit jury duty

'wary panblit to meet

North E
A meeting of parents
ed about the recent te,
ment of
elementary principals will ht.
held tonight, April 30,
at North Elementary.
The gathering will he a call-'0
meeting of the North
Teacher Conference, but -he
r
PTC will turn the meeting
to Bob Nanney, accordir,:
spokeswoman. Parer!.

•

he was !centucky superintendent
board's action wa tuianitnous
publiC instruction.' He began
of
Sparks, a native of Mount Ye!.
career at MSU in 1948 as an
-his
third
his
earn
thus
non. Ky.. will
associate professor, of educahonorary doctorate. He has - tiotlal administration,.becoming
already received a doctor ot
head of the education depart-humane letterafrom4Inion_Vo4, nt in 1952. lege: a doctor of hunianitie<
Sparks took his bachelor's
from Morehead State: and
degree with honors from Trandoctor of laws from Eastern
ylvatiiii I niversity, and his
Kentucky.
master's and doctoral degrees
Sparks was MSU president in education from the University
P_rior_ to _th;t1
-from- 44468-to
k•-ntuelty.-- -

cent, consutute 18.2 percent or
the new budget, up from 17.2
percent.
According to Budget Director
Don Chamberlain, the percentage of funding going to each
program area will remain
essentially the same.
Cost increases for medical
benefits consume more of the
new budget's expenditure Increase than any other area,
Lawton pointed out. He said it is
an "urgent matter" that the
university's benefits package be
reviewed, and called for a revised proposal by next January.
The 2 percent salary hike applies to President Kala Stroup's
$65,000 salary.
The college reorganization
caps a process that began in
March when Stroup and Booth
presented a proposal to the
faculty of involved departments.
The final plan reflects some
changes produced by the review
of six committees and suggestions of faculty. It is the first mapr college realignment since
MSU was reorganized into six
colleges in 1974.
Regents unanimously adopted
the plan, which was previously
unp.nimously endorsed by the
A&demic Council, the council's
Executive Committee, and the
regents' Academic Affairs
Committee.
- Centerpiece of the plan is
reorganization of the HDL college into a College of Education,
with the Home Economics
department moving to the College of Industry anal
Technology, and Nursing going
to the College of Science
(renamed from the College of
Environmental Sciences).
The eroding public image of
MSC's teacher education program was a major factor in the
reorganization; some persons
thought MSU had dropped the
program, Booth pointed out.

students at other elenientarie,-;
are' welcome to attend. Since the school boarct'S act t(ei
.of last Wednesday, a meeting
was held Thursday by . the
Southwest PTC, and Friday by.
concerned parents of East
Elementary students. A count'
w-ide meeting has been
discussed. .
Parents and some school staff
have protested the school

Residents walk in
on home burglary

MSU regc t s approve tenure for 12
The MSU Board of Regent:2
approved tenure for 12 f;ir
and approved promotions fOr 19.
at Saturday's meeting.
Approved for tenure, on the
basis of recommendations from
department chairs, college
deans and the president, were:
----- Larry Gum, A.C. Krizan, pat-

sy Nichols. Kay Bates, David
Owen, Joan Matipin, Joseph
Batr3t, Geneva Coolies., Vharles
Steffen, Ken Carstens, _Frank
Adelman and Paul McNeary.
Promoted from assistant- to
associate professor were Guin,
Krizan, Owen, Bates, Steven
West and Terry Strieter.

today's index

Dr. Eversmeyer honored with
Distinguished Professor'award

-

Harold E.eriime:Si•1

Elderhostel students, coordinated the 1983 spring
wildflower program at Reelfoot
Lake State Park in Tennessee
and has helped set up nature
education in TVA's Land Between the Lakes and at Kentucky's Lake Barkley State
Resort Park. He is also preparing a pamphlet on wildflowers of
West Kentucky and Tennessee.
His research interests include
the study of airborne fungal
spors, in West Kentucky. He
presented a preliminary report
on the subject to the Kentucky
Academy of Science of 1980.
Eversmeyer served as lieutenant governor of Kiwanis, division 15, twice in 17 yeari.He also
has perfect attendance during
that time at local Kiwanis
meetings.
Prior to joining:Murray State,
Eversmeyer was *a doctoral
fellow at Kansas State University, Manhattan. where he earned

Dr. ,Harold E. Eversmeyer,
professor- of biological sciences
at Murray State Unlyersity, has
been honored as tt% 21st recipient of the Distinguished Professor of the Year Award by the
Alumni Aisociation.
He Was presented to the
gathering at .the annual Alumni
Banquet in the Curris Center
Saturday night by Dr. Karl
Hussung, senior faculty recipient of the award. Eversmeyer
was also given a check for $500
from the association.
He is Chairman of the univer84,graduate studies committee
an member' Of the, academic
review
--COMMIntilr-TOr-lericher-educathin. He Is also the author of five
laboratory manuals for campus
botany classes.
-Iii. addition to teaching
• undergraduate and graduate*
(.1411ses. he has taught field
biology for three summers to

a Ph.D. in botany and plant
pathology. He also holds a B.S.
In agriculture from Kansas
State.
His early professional work included that of a 4-H agent for the
Kansas Agriculture Extension
Service at Olathe and Emporia
from 1951 to 1960, with a term in
the U.S. Army from 1954 to 1956.
He is listed in "American Men
of Science," "Who's Who in
American Education (Science)"
and "Who's Who in Frontier
Science and Technology." He is
a member of Alpha Zeta and
Gamma Sigma Delta honor
societies,
Phytopathological.
NeMatOlogistk and Sitna.
scientific Societies, and the Kentucky Academy Of Science, including service as chairman of
the board of directors 1978-79.
He antl tits wife. FtLfth, reside
at 820 N. 19th St.. Murray. They
have four children.
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mostly sunny
Today. Becoming mostly sunny. Windy and cooler
with highs in the upper 60s.
West winds 15 to 25 mph
and gusty.

LAKE LEVELS
364.2
Kentucky Lake
361.4
Barkley Lake
VOLUME 105 NO 102
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The inaugural stag,at Lovett: like the -intender ot a stainetiglass window

'A new day in history for MSU
By CHARLES HON.E
Staff Writer
A kind of poetic harmony was
at wOrk. when Dr. Kala Stroup
wa offically• installed as Murray State'--—
, .-eventh president
Saturday
Lamy

tunate to be your president."
Indeed, Saturday emerged
"definitely improved" since her
well as being a senior associate
"boundless energy" who "has
and the standing ovation she fair and clear from
arrival, Mills affirmed.
a pre-dawn
in
the American Council • on
the ability to motivate and
received, promised an end to the storm which ,doubtle
Max Hurt, one of MSU's
ss ruined
Education, is a close.friend of
persuade."
bitter divisiveness of MSU's tat- sleep for the inaugu
earliest alumni, who has known. Stroup's.
ration
-You've chosen. both *a great •
ter years under former Presi- ceremony's planners.
every MSU president: "I think
It was a
As former Dean of Wcrmen at
educator and a great human bedent Constantine Currie:-Satur- suitable day for MSU to
honor-its--it's really. amazing, the grasp
the University of Kansas, Taylor
ing," Taylor told the audience.
daY's ceremony, and Stroup's president, and'welcome alumni
;
g9qtfl--.2t
.firstmet.-144Waftiture-president-- --'TurittritetCrStfoup
•
'-riente-Well:kntrwn SrritIV-As she-AC---,'sfirarld-ed,"I
dna-- dignitaries' "S
-U
-c
-h---as Gov. - the area, and the academic part
when the latter was an
have every confidence you-can
Auditorium. Board of Regents
cepted the installation, seemed
Martha Layne Collins, U.S.
of the sehool. I think it's a great
undergraduate there. Stroup
lead Murray State to de a model
Chairman Richard leryinire
to make good the promise.
Senator Wendel! Ford, and Mr.
day for the university and a
was a "recognized student
of HS kind in the state and in the
The feeling was articulated and Mrs. John Mays
placed the presidential
great day for the community."
- Kala
leader" by the time she was a- nation."
Saturday evening at the Alumni Stroup's parents.
medallion on Stroup's shoulders.
To those private praises were
sophomore, was never defeated _ 1Taylor-epoke- on the
. embraced her, and - the .crowd
Banquet, when outgoing Alumni
_heed for
In fact, the Mayses may !mire
added public lauds at the inin an election or selection prry
both acce-S-S- to and excellence
rose in unanimous applause. It
President Dan Shipley referred been Alumni -Weeket
ifFe- ninst
stallation ce-remony on the
cess, and was named Outstanwithin, higher education, tbrought to mind-a similar scene
to the "dark days" of MSU's repopular guests, as -they proved
Lovett stage, with politicians,
ding Senior, Taylor said.
____Ilie
of a year ago. when Stroup stoodup
cent pat' "With_ the coming of to be as.wario and personable
_ nie_Stro
.
- also touched-upon
.=--a
-itirliTEIT
f-dirr state -university
as
"She has never stopped learnin her inaugural address.
on the same stage and made her
our new president. we have a their daughter. They shook
presidents, and a coning and never will," Taylor said k'haracterizing MSt'
new day in history for l'IST777.1
first address as MSC president.
as the kind
countless hands, and impressed _ gratulatory letter from Presi,Of Stroup, calling hey a woman
looks bright and sunny.''
Her words then, "I feel so forthe crowd at Saturday evening's
dent Reagan in attendance. Gov.
of "infections enthusiasm" and
(('ont'd on page 7)
ball with theirCharieston, swing
Collins, calling Stroup:sand polka steps. They- were not
presidency a "milestone," put
,
surprised, -they *confided, that - -her comments in-the eorire)ct
of Kala had become a university.. Kentucky's quest for education
president: she always liked to
improvements:
play -the teacher in childhood
"As the first woman president
games,Mrs. Mays recalled, and
of one of our universities, Kala
"We knew she'd end up in
Stroup has automatically earneducation,"
_ ed a place in Kentucky's- educe.
As the first woman president
tional history," said Collins,
of a Kentucky public university
herself -the state's first woman
or college. Stroup attracted
governor. "I can assure you,
more than the usual amount of
she'll not be content with
attention when she was hired by
recognition based on her gender
MSU a year ago. -Some
alone.
wow:le-x=1- wilg‘t
-r.11e--WOkiki-434?,-- _
ability:-she-has
_a.ble_to, hack itin_the tough,- very - the visioa,„-,-.1- -look --forward -to- male world 'of Kentucky politics.
working with Kala Stroup: Her
Education leaders on hand
counsel should prove valuable to
Saturday gave her top marks on
higher education in this-state."
her entry exam.
Sen. Ford, whose father was in
Harry Snyder, executive
the state legislature when MSU
director of the Council on Higher
became a college, followed up
Education: "She's kind,of taken
Collins theme.
the council by storm. They've
"There is beginning to stir
beep very impressed. She
throughout this great comalways tries to work through
monwealth of ours, a feeling,
problems in a positive way."
among individuals of the need to
Asked If her being a woman'had • improve our educational
hindered Stroup. Snyder replied,
facilities," Ford said. "I see the
"Just the opposite. I think it's
future of this great university,opened some doors that might
under the leadership Of Dr. have been slower to cipen otherStroup. making a tremendous
wise..Kala's-'4 cot above most
contribution."
anyone I've met."
Morton Holbrook, chairman ol
Marvin Mills, president of the
the CHE, congratulated MSU
MSU Faculty Senate: -Dr.
regents "for bringing Kala from
Stroup's a sharp- -lady. She is
the cornfields ..of Kansas to the
highly knowledgeable of the inbluegrass of Kentucky. You brner workings of higher educaing summer to our meadows."
tion," and is "able to corn:
The keynote speech by Dr.
municate to the different univerEmily Taylor offered both a
_sity communities. Diverse
well-qualified - assessment of
grofitis can get her attention."
higher education and insights In'The ...tin -.hone brightly for Kala's inauguration
The campus atmostPhere has
to Dr. Stroup. For Taylor, as
111. Rep. Carroll Hubbard was among the dignitaries
•

ilsor
I

,Rrotip's parents: Mr. aid Mrs. John

ays, aith her husband .irie at far right

1 .s. Sen. Wendell Ford and l'residentEtrieritus Liarr

sparks chatted
Staff photos 1)% 1..orlic
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PERSPECTIVE
Sen. Gary Hart says he wants to restructure
"the very foundations of the nation's economy."
But the details of his economic "new ideas" bring
to mind the song: "Everything Old Is New Again."
Campaigning in Detroit, Hart tried to make inroads on Mondale's union support by sounding an
old liberal war cry. He proposed creating a public
works program to rebuild the nation's infrastructure. "We must," he said, "invest at least $2
trillion to $3 trillion in the next 20 to 30 years to
prevent this nation's public facilities from collapsing." That, he thinks, would put 9 million
Americans back to work.
Lowering unemployment by - jacking up the
public payroll is as old as the New Deal and as
bankrupt as the old-style liberalism of Walter
Mondale. And it ill befits Gary Hart, who derides
the federal budget deficit as an "economic Vietnam."
Hart would pay for his public works program
by tutting defense spending,-another not-so-new
Idea. He wants to trim the Pentagon's budget by
$150 billion during the next four to five years —
a difficult task if Hart is serious about switching
the Navy's emphasis from large aircraft carriers
to small ones. Building smaller carriers means
having to build more of them, thus raising the
defense budget. Moreover, additional carriers
need additional carrier support groups, upping
defense expenditures even further.,
, Likewise, with respect ,to health care, Hart
hopes to cut costs by spending more money. He
wants to expand nutrition programs for children,
the poor and the elderly, enlarge inoculation programs,and encourage in-home care for minor illnesses. He believes these programs would lower
costly Medicare and Medicaid bills, which is
doubtful to say the least. What is certain is that
they Mean new -government expenditures.
Also, Hart wante the Federal Reserve Board to
loosen up on the money sUpply to bring interest.
rates down and encourage new investment, On
this note, Hart sounds like a supply-sider. The
queatiOn IS, hOweVer, what Would nail then do to
keep down inflation?
His book A New Democracy argues for wage
and price guidelines, which, as an anti-inflation
measure, is yet another old idea with a proven
record of failure — illustrated most recently during the presidencies of Jimmy Carter aryl Richard
Nixon.
The factIS Hart's new ideas are old ideas under
new labels.
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Fish hatchery needs more funding
There is still hope the state will
be successful in getting the,Department of the Interior to continue
financing operation of the federal
, fish hatchery near here, Carl E.
Kay, commissioner of Fish and
Wildlife Resources said last week.

programs and let the states pay
operating costs for their
hatcheries.
The Kentucky Fish and Wildlife's
next regular meeting is in June when Kays says he expects the
Commission to take a hard look at
the situation as it is then.
"The Hatchery is one of two in
the state. The other is at Wolf
Creek Dam on Cumberland Lake
where trout and muskies are hatched and supplied to suitable waters
in the state. Muskies go to Cave
Run while trout are supplied in
several places. The Frankfort hatchery provides the sunfish famlluy
(perch, crappie, blue gill, shell

Kay says it is his information
that the Kentucky Congressional
Delegation was successful in getting money in the budget. The next
step is to get it approved in the
Senate.
Kay says the Department of the
Interior wants to transfer the funds
used here to the Great Lakes
Fisheries and the Pacific Salmon

crackers, etc. plus bass and catfish) to farm ponds, streams and
lakes in the state."
The Fish'and Wildlife Commission receives no state funds for
operating costs. It is supported by
sportsmen and wilflife enthusiasts
through fishing and hunting
licenses.

Persons who buy licenses are not
the only ones who enjoy seeking the
fish and game supplied by the Fish
and Wildlife Resources. Senior
citizens, aged 65 and over, and
children under 16 are not required
to have a license.
Kentucky's lakes and streams
draw thousands of out-of-state
visitors every yea'? because they
Kemtuckians and visitors pur- are kept stocked and are monitored
chased 850,000 fishing licenses last regularly by fish and wildlife
year, plus 30 to 35,000 trout stamps, ,specialists. They stock new farm
while hunters bought approximate-, ponds and renovated ponds as well
ly 135,000 general-hunting-licenses, as the lakes and strea.rni. Farm
plus 135,000 deer licenses and
owners who build ponds should get
around 2,000 licenses to hunt in touch with the Fish and Wildlife
turkeys.
Commission in Frankfort if they
are planning to build or renovate.
Arrangements can be made to
stock the pond at the next appropriate period.
Kay says farm ponds are stocked
with blue gill and bass for a balanced program. They do not recommend stocking crappie in farm
ponds because they multiply rapidly and become overstocked which
results in stunted fish. Some channel catfish are stocked In farm
ponds but they do not spawn in
farm ponds; therefore, don't
multiply.
Kay says Kentucky trades fish
with other states. Hatches vary
from fair to an over abundance of
some kinds. "We trade with other
states. Approximately one third of
the hatch of the Frankfort units go
to Tennessie," he said.
The federal hatcheries make
their excess available to the sates.
"I would estimate we get 300,000 to
400,000• trout fry a year from he
feds," Kays said.
- Kay -said 'every effort will -be
made to keep the fish hatcheries in
Kentucky operating because of
their importance to fishermen and
their importance to the tourist industry in Kentucky.

heartline
"IT'S A CRIME TO VVASIt PRIME SHOPPING CENTER LAND MERELY ON GROWING ZUCCHINI"

Faith in
Whittlesey
Power struggles among White House staff aides
are to be expected and something most presidential administrations have in common. What makes
such rivalries unique in the Reagan administration, according to conservative supporters of the
president, is that the most loyal Reaganites have
been pushed out by more liberal cronies of
onetime opponent George Bush.
Viewed as the chief purger is White House Chief
.Staff James A. Baker II;who before working
for the president WaS a campaign aide to.George
Bush in 1980. Cited as victims of this bizarre purge
are Richard Allen, Lynn Nofziger and James
Watt, who no longer are associated with the administration and William Clark and Ed Meese,
who have been pushed from the so-called White
House inner circle into supposedly less-influential
Cabinet.positions.
Moreover, some suspect that Ed Meese's confirmation problems for attorney general, as well
as those of other former Reagan aides, were exacerbated by leaks from the Baker clique.
This conspiracy theory, of course, glosses over
the political blunders some of these aides made.
Nor does it take into account the possiblity that
President-Reagan may have decided the talents
of some of his. aides could be better utilized
elsewhere and that some Reaganites, once in the
White House. wanted out.
Yet confirming the worst suspicions in the current controversy concerning Faith Whittlesey, a
strongly conservative "loyalist" who is director
of the White House Office of Public Liaison.
Recently, some of her public statements to conservative groups have been repudiated by Baker.
Deputy Chief of Staff Michael Deaver and White
House Spokesman Larry Speakes. And there are
reports she was offered a federal judgeship-toleave the White House.
It isn't easy turning a political coalition into one
big happy family. But that will never be possible
if faithful supporters like Faith Whittlesey are
driven from the White House.
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. H you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you
must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this
column.
HEARTLINE : My father was a
River, the buoys were all shot out.
POW for over three months in World
Do you realize that was a CRIME?
War II, and was very ill much of
Purposefully destroying another
that time. He has really never fully
person's property?
recovered. Will the VA provide
Now, some skiers also fish, and I
medical care for. him .c.onsidering_ _
imagine that some fishermen achis circumstances? P.R.
tually ski at times. Can't we be a
ANSWER: The Veterans Adlittle more courteous of each other
ministration is reminding former
and of each other's property?
prisoners of war that a law enacted
This year we plan on having
in 1981 broadened the agency's
three courses: one back in Big
authority to provide healtircare for
Bear, one at Blood River, and one
ex-POWs and liberalized rules for
in Malcom Creek. Those of us who
determining whether compensation
pay for and maintain the courses
can be paid for certain medical
usually only use these areas to
conditions.
slalom ski. Most of us try to respect
Residuals of certain conditions
fisermen on the Flake, though. we
suffered in prisoner-of-war camps
know all siers don't, and for these
are presumed to be related to the
we apologize. When we use the
POW expei7ence. A former POW
who isft-aw disabled by one of these
course, we go through in one direcconditions may qualify under the
tion, make a turn and return from
law for VA disability payments
the opposite direction as it must be
without the need for additionalprodone this way in a tournament.
of. If will be presumed, in the cases
I realize this causes waves for
of former POWs,that the conditions
anyone right.in the area, but it is
originated in. or were aggravated
the only way it can be done. With
by. military service.
180,300 acres of water on Kentucky
A recent la mt added dysthymic
Lake we really don't feel that we
disorder (depressive neurosis) to a
are taking up too much space.
list of such diseasee which already
included chronic dysentery, helminSincerely,
thiasis, nutritional-deficiency such
Kentucky Lake Ski Bunch
as beriberi, pellagra I, psychosis,
and any af the anxiety states including post traumatic stress
disorder.
Any former POW who was detained or interned for 30 days or more.
Woman's Club Are Mrs. Wayne
and who became disabled by one of
Williams, Mrs. Willie Darnell, Mrs.
these conditions at any time after
M. P. Christopher and Miss
his military service, will be presumRoszella Henry.
ed to have incurred the condition
during his military service unless
Thirty years ago
there is evidence of some other
' Clara Ellison, daughter of Mr.
cause.
and Mrs. J.L. Ellison, is valedicVA Administrator Harry N.
torian and Ada Ross, daughter of
Walters urges all former POWs to.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Ross, is . register with their nearest VA Ofsalutatorian of the senior class at
fice. Information on disability comKirksey High School, according to
pensation and other benefits, inM.B. Rogers, principal.
cluding medical and dental care,
PFC. Prentice E. Tucker, son of
will be provided along with
Mr. and Mrs. Wyona Tucker, Rt. 1-,
assistance in applying.
Ahno, Is serving with the Army in
HEARTLINE: My parents plan
Korea.
•
an extended vacation abroad when
The history of the Murray Rotary
my father retires. Will they be
Club, prepared by' Elmus Beale
covered by Medicare if either one
and Dr. Hugh M.›icElrath, given
gets' ill and needs medical care
on the 30th anniversarylneeting of
while they are out of the country?
the club, is published today.
H.G.
Recent births reported at MuANSWER: It depends where
_
ray hospital include a---gtrilo Mr. - ---go:-Medicarecoveragearthatted toand Mrs. Nathaniel Orr.
the U.S., including Puerto Rico,the
Elected as officers of the Almo
Virgin ' Islands, Guam, and..
High School Chapter•of the Future
American Samoa. If they plan to
travel in other parts of the world,
Farmers of America were Henry
they should take out private health
Towery, Ronald Pace, Willie
Jackson, Brooks bUncan, Larry,. Insurance that will pkovide adequate covtrage. •
Woodall and Charles McCuiaton.

letter to the editor

a

Room for all on Kentucky Lake
mornings and late afternoons when
the water is fairly calm. We had
several fishermen who were kind
enough to return buoys to us when
they found them pulled out of the
_course. Unfortunately, some other
person or persons seemed to
delight in setting out jugs with
hooks, right in the middle of the
course early Sunday mornings. We
even had a nine year old, preparing
for her first tournament, who was
unable to practice in the course
because of the danger of falling
hear hooks. With the entire lake
available to fish, and our course
taking up only 900 x 80 feet, it seemed a little discourteous, but we
tried to ignore the thoughtlessness
of this person. The actions taken
two weeks ago, however, were not
just thoughtless. They were mean,
hateful and destructive.

To The Editor:
.
When we think of Calloway County, Marshall County,'and Kentucky
Lake, we think of the state's
greatest vacation spot — sailing
hftating, wind surfing, fishing and
skting„=.?Jul usually _friendly.folks._
It's a real shame when one or two
people from any sport can give all
the others a bad name.
There is an organized group of us
who are competitive water skiers.
Some of us participate in projects
such as teaching scouts to ski for a
merit badge, or skiing in events to
make money for TIKI Mast,
Rescue Squad, the Exceptional
Children's School and March of
Dimes.
We set out a slalom course last
year in Big Bear Creek and one in
Blood River in order to practice for
tournaments. In all of .Kentucky
Lake, they were the only two
courses available, and for anyone
who has ever competed, you know
that you can only prepare for a
tournament by skiing on a regulation course. The courses cost over
WO each, and were paid for and
maintained by a small group of
skiers.
We usually try to practice early

Eager to get an early start in
training, a few of us braved the icy
water and set in the courses in the
same areas as last year. A couple
even skied.. Two days after the
course in Big Bear was set, someone came out and deliberately
cut every line to the course, taking
all the buoys wfth them. In Blood

looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
A half-million doller sewer interceptor for the Southwest part of
Murray is under construction and
will probably be completed in early
1976, according to John Trotter,
superintenent of Murray Water
System.
Murray High School finalists in
the Kentucky Speech Tournament
wire Edwin Garrett,- Martha
McKinney, Jana Jones, Jan Baggett, Johnny Cannon and Doug
Spencer.
The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center Chapter of the
Future Business Leaders •ai
America placed first in the annual
Chapter Activities Report Event 1
at State Youth Conference held
April 25-2'7 in Louisville. Attending
Adams, Terry Adams,
• were Susan
Pam 'Hopkins.
Flora,
.Gingy
_41A
members.- and- MAN* Crawford
and Brenda Nix, advisors.
Ruble Smith has announced her
retirement as chairman of the
Elennwtary *Education Department of Murray State University.
Her career spans 41 years.
Dr. Adam Lanning and the Rev.

Martin Mattingly, both of Murray,
ran in the Mini Marathon yesterday at the Kentucky Derby
Festival.
Twenty years ago
Carol Jane Bucy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Bucy, is
valedictorian and Lynda Lou Irvin,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
H. (Buddy)'Irvan, is salutatorian
of the Senior Class of Calloway
County High School.
Luther Robertson, manager of
Murray Wholesale Grocery Co.,
Inc., has been named a director of
the- United States Wholesale
Grocers Association, Inc., at a
Meeting held April 19-23 in New
York..
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer spoke about
"Can Children Think-Straight" at a
meettng,of thcKirksey Unit of the
Virent-Teacher Association. —
The Murray Baseball Association has formed A new league, Colt.
for boys, 15 and 18,, to improve the
recreational program at the Murray City Park.
Elected as officers of the Alpha
Department of the Murray
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MURRAY TODAY
knOW the truth
I encouraged him to contact bis *her. At first, he
reluctant, fearing he ritighi be rejected. As 0 tamed was
out,
he wit* Warnib'seceiited and they developed a beautifu
father-son relationship. Unfortunapely, his father died l
--few- years later, but at least they got to know each other.'a
The hardest part of the ordeal was after his father
knowing how many people had known who his dad died,
was,
while he did not.
What foolish secrets people keep
•
NEW ilERSEY STORY

Dealt)
L gel
By Abigail Van Buren

Marray Ledger & Times
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Lampert-Ashby wedding planned
Vows will be
Ofl ,Stircial•

•••

Quest for Birth Parents
Can Have a Happy Ending

DEAR ABBY: I gave up a beautiful boy 22 years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
because .1 was 16, unmarried and my parents forced me to.
L. Lampert of Cave-InI was contacted six months ago by an attorney who
asked me if I wanted to Meet the child I had given
Rock, Ill., announce'the
rn 1962. I *tts .thrillecL mkt of lay mind! I'm marriedaway
approaching marriage
now
and
have four children and a wonderful husband. He
DEAR READERS: "Curious in Florida," the
of their daughter,
knew about my first-born: my children did not.
parents of three adopted children, asked me to poll
Teresa. to Joseph
My
husband
and
I
flew
immediat
ely
to
meet
my son. It
my readers to find out what to expect if their
Ashby, son of- Mr. and
was an emotionally charged esperienee-for-all ofaa. His
adopted children decided to search for their biologiadoptive
parents
Mrs. Kenneth Ashby of had
told
him
on
his
21st
birthday that if
cal parents. he
to meet me they_ wpahlraake the_search andToday aoSample ofletters withisappy
- the.ywanted
-ATUTicraiiiie-tlat! They had a fine dinner and spent
The bride-elect is a
the evening showing us home movies of their son from the
DEAR ABBY: Being an adopted 'child. I yearned to
4981
graduate of Hardin
day
they
got
him until he graduated from college last
know about my "roots," but I didn't want to hurt my
County High School,
May. It was afmost like. watchifig,hirm.grow_up_We-were
•-a4op4ive parents, so I waited until after I was married to
treated Eke "family:"
-Eliiiibithtoisin, Ill. She
-Start my search.
We gained a son and our lives have been enriched. Our
attended Murray State
Three months later,.I flew to a_.srpail.2Miskwestemutw-13---hearts-arr-filled-withinve -and-gratitude for these generous
UniveriffSiforiaiit-eica-WiTilkeilinto a Dairy'Queen where my mother was
working behind the counter. I knew immediately that.se.. people. and "our son" as they call him) could not be a
The groom-elect will
finer
gen
tli)litan.
was my mother. She looked at me and something told her
be
a 1984 graduate of
.(..)11.11 CUP RUNNETH OVER
--that
-the-daughter she hadn't-wen 'etriff'.1 -was 5
Murray Hii-11 School. He
days old. We were both overcome With emotion. Her boss
• ••
plans to attend Murray
sent her home and we talked until 5 a.m. She's been
State University in the
divorced twice, has three other children and seven step-DEAR
located Tity.,birth- mother: This wag her
children: Sho:s had a hard life:
- -message to me: -Thank you for affirming that I did the
I'm glad I satisfied my curiosity. I'm also glad she had
The vows will be exright
thing
in
giving
you
up.
I
wish
to
God
I
had
had the
the courage to give me . up. It made me appreciate my
changed on Saturday,
courage to do the same thing, for your younger brother
adoptive parents all:the more.
and sister, but society lays such a guilt trip on us if we
May 5, at 2 p.m. at the
LSEARCHED
don't raise our own children. First Assembly of God,
"Please go home and -tell your parents 'thanks' from
* ••
South Fourth Street,
both of us. Goodbye."
'Murray.
I won't tell you' what my life would have been like if I
DEAR ABBY: My husband was . raised by his grandA reception will follow
parents. His mother got pregnant at 14 and- her parents had been raised by this bitter, unhappy- woman.
I
was
happy
to
at
have
the church.
seen
the
contrast
and
grateful
to
rescued herby adopting her son. When he was IS, he was her for
having.given me away-and even more grateful to
AU friends and
told that his "sister" was really his. mother. Of course, he the mother
who raised me.
relatives are invited to
, wanted- to know who his father was, but they all lied,.
SAN DIEGO
saying they weren't -sure." (Isn't that the lowest?) .
attend the wedding- &Dd.
He was 39 years old when he found out from a relative
•• •
the reception.
•ywho his father was (He was living only 50 miles away.) I
believe that children should be protected when they're
Tomorrow: Letters with less than happy endings.
young. but when they become adults, it's their right to Stay
•
tuned.

• Poetry a-ward
given Stone -

1

For
_ ced feedi.rikof_eldedy

NEW YORK (AP The Delmore Schwartz
Memorial Poetry
Award hap been
presented to litith_Stone
by New York University's College of Arts
and --qciencc.
A resident of Brandon, Vt., Ms. Stone las
published- four collections' of poetry, and her
work has also been
published in a variety of
periodicals.
—
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Romancing The STONE

•

cantralsantror 753-3314
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'HEONA,

DIRECIVIL HinDitED - _Awe. Rhodes _Hangltga.,daughter of.Mrs.
Christine Rhodes of Murray, was named the Central'Florida Social Worker.
Of the Year by the Crit-rat Flortdii-unit of the Natio:mail Association for Social
Workers, Inc. She was honored by the 200-member organization during a
ceremony at the Orange County Department of secial Services in Orlando.
She has been a social worker with West Orange Memorial Hospitathi Winter
Garden since October 1983 and was given the title for her extensive community work and her years of service. Prior to her present position she
4orked al medical social worker at Florida Hospital in Orlando. She holds a
master's.degree in social work and spent I0 of tier15 years as a supervisor of
adoption and related services with the Orange County Health and
Rehabilitative Services.
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' EVERY TUESDAY IS

The husband is the
sole provider in less
than 30 percent of U.S.
married couple
'households, according
to the American Council
of Life Insurance. Both
husband and wife are
wage earners in about
53 percent of
households, and the wife
is the sole earner in 4
percent.
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Tere.sa Lampert
andloscpb Ashby to marry
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Across From MSU Stadium
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BOSTON(AP)- Doc- the deaths of elderly
Wanzer. 'tAnd_yet we
,tors ethically need not people, said Dr. Sidney
feel that it is ethical not
force-feed severely H. Wanzer, who wrote
to push ahead with those
demented, elderly peo- Them-up for the report in
things."
ple who have stopped the New England JourSuch patients need not
eating on their own as nal of Medicine.
be given antibiotics if
long_as_the-patients are
Rather, - tire— report IhFy get pneumo
nia or
kept comfortable, a said, the rules are
other disorders,
group of prominent meant to .helpdoctors although they must- be
ptiysicians said in decide how to
treat kept: comfortable while
guidelines published.
"hopelessly ill' patients; they- die, the guidelines
The nation's oldest who can no longer
excongressman, 84-year- press their
feelings _. But the report cauold Rep. Claude Pepper about,. their, _treatment __
-timed;- "The- provision
Flottda,--difieunced Elderly people
make up of food and water is so
the recommendations the bulk of those
in the important symbolicaily
as "a sign of "severely and
irrever- that family, friends and
callousness" by doctors sibl 3r de
men te d" staff nferl-fb understand
"taking advantage of category, the report
that many patients in a
(patients' 1 said.
terminal situation are
helplessness." •
"These poor, pathetic not aware of thirst or
"If you're not going to beings just
go on and on, hunger."
do everything possible and people
have felt unto save the lives of the, comfortable
in the past
ill, you might as well hit, about not giving
inthem over the head with _tro.cannim fluids or afi--•
'a sledgehammer," Pep- tibiotics or
nasogastric
per-said. feeditik if they quit
The guidelines are not desiring this
sponintended to "hasten" t ane ously
," said

Wanzer is on the staff
of Emerson Hospital in
Concord, Mass. The
rules were created at a
meeting at Harvard
Medical School chaired.
by Dr. Daniel D. Federman, former president
-of the American College
of Physicians. Among
those attending were
doctors- -from • Hennepin
County Medical Center
in - Minneapolis, the
University of Virginia
Medical Center, the
Mayo Clinic and the
medical schools at Harvard, the University of
Pittsburgh, Johns
Hopkins and the University of Texas.

Recipe foi Coral Soup listed
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
LIGHT FARE
Coral Soup, Garlic
Bread, Brownies and
Beverage
CoralSoup
It's made from root
vegetables and. its pretty color gives it its
name.
1 pound carrots minus
tops
2 small (each 3%
ounces) potatoes
•
1 small (3 .ounces
onion
1% cups clear fat-free
chicken broth

134 cups half-and-half
Seasoning: celery
sait, curry powder and
pepper
Peel . carrots., onion
and potatoes; slice
14-inch thick; keep
potatoes separate. Cookcarrots and onion in the
solid-bottom upper part
'of a steamer until very
tender; drain and puree
In a food processor.
Steam potatoes until
very tender; mash fine
by hand and heat, stirring often, with carrotonion puree, broth, halfand-half and seasonings
to taste. Makes 5 cups.

SPECIAL PROJECT - Murray High School
Senior Laura Montgomery, right, talks with
home economics teacher Sally Crass about the
pair of dolls she made in the special interest
home economics and contemporary sewing class
at MRS. Montgomery, daughter of Tony and
Henriella Montgomery, says' She wanted her
class project to be stimething she could put in
bedroom at home. Since she has always loved
dolls, she chose the McCaUs pattern featuring
both dohs and clothing and utilizing all sewing
technignes7,-The spe
-elal interest class is offered
each semester to sophomores, juniors and
seniors under the supervision of Crass.

.„

Susanne's Fine Arts & Custom Framing
loo South 13th Street
Behind Victor's
"In Business Since 1973"

Weekday Specials for Just $3.69
Monday-8 oz. Chopped Steak 'N Stuff
Tuesday-6 oz. Sirloin Steak
Wednesday-6 oz. Sirloin Tips
Thursday-8 oz. Chopped Steak 'N Mushrooms
Weekday Specials include Soup & Salad
Bar, Choice of Potato or Roll
Soup & Salad Bar $2.29 Mon.-Thurs.

Custom Framing Sale
Starts Wednesday May 2nd
Wed. 25% Off All Custom Framing
Thurs. -15% Off All Custom Framing
Fri. & Sat. 10% Off All Custom Framing
Hours:
M-F 10-4
Sat. 10-12
Other Hours by
Appointment,
-'

Special!
Selected Moldings
Up to 16x20 15.99*
Over 16x20'18.99*.
•

1i-o-other discounts-140'ply-

Prints by:
PaurSawyier
Dalhart Windberg.
Darryl. Trott
' Mitt Pettit
-. ..ICAry-Mistiorml--and'others •
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THE Nil 'CRAY LEDGER & TIMES
partner and rilining a perfectly
good relationship."
• Steam clams. "Simply pull
the clam from its shell by the
neck. Slide the neck • skin (the
brownish layer) off and discard
it. Now dip the clam in the bowl
of clam broth (always provided)
and then into the bowl of melted
butter (usually provided), and
pop it into your mouth, moaning
softly."
On asparagus, the article
notes there is some dispute
among etiquette experts on
Whether the vegetable should be
picked up with the fingers.
Recommended by the article —
fork and knife, deftly wielded.
As for artichokes — too complicated for the space available
here. ButThey can be eaten with
"gusto and grace." The article recommends, with
refinements, information on
dealing with baby lamb, fried
chicken, small birds and frog
legs. The following information
should be emblazened on every
hashhouse blackboard:
"Ray on your knife and fork
as much as possible, resorting to
fingers only if the setting and
saucing permit. Of course, if
chicken is served in a plasticlined basket along with beer,
slaw, potato chips and macaroni
salad, you can eat with your
feet."

Rainey
2ay
For awkward
edibles: there is
update on
dining finesse
There are really no had-andfast rules, just common sense, to
guide the well-mannered diner
in dealing with protocol. For instance: When Silent Cat
Coolidge was president, some
pals from Vermont were invited
to dinner at the White House.
Wow!
In advance, they decided to do
what CAI -did. That was fine until
coffee arrive. The president
poured a little in his saucer and
set the cup aside. So did they.
Cal added a generous amoillitt of
cream to the saucer.So did they.
"Then," a ,recent article
reports on awkward edibles,
"Coolidge leaned down and plac-

ed the saucer on the floor for the
White House tat. The moral is
clear: in matters of eating, it's
not always wise to follow your
leader."
That truism firmly established, the article gets down to
specifics on how-to-do-it with the
awkwards.
• Snails: "Start with the
fork. Secure a gently but firm
hold on the snail, then wrestle it
onto the tong and finally drag
the chewy mollusk out of hiding.
If that sounds too taxing you can
try eating the shells."
• Soft-shell crabs. "Yes, you
can eat the entire crab — claws
and shell — but -avoid cutting
through the shell with too much
zeal. Go gently. otherwise you
may unleash a jet of hot crab
broth, drenching your dinner

NORTH

BOBBY WOLFF

fourth round of spades is
ruffed in rSouth's hand.
Dummy's fifth spade provides for the discard of
South's losing diamond.
Lead with The Aces
South holds-

4-311-B

J 73
•A 6 2
•Q 9 8 2
•Q 106
—
South
Pass
Pass
Pass

West
IV
240
Pass

rO
r

•

t.

May Anniversary Sale
Begins May 1st

/
1
4 Off Everythin !

4-30-A

South
11,

West
Pass

*Original Wall Decorations •Peruvian Hangings
•Amish Candles 'Bridal Registries 'Rag Rugs
*Colorful Kitchenware *Wicker Furniture 'Brass Beds

"A Most Unique Place To Shop"

North
4,

FOR TUESDAY,MAY 1,1984

Frances Drake

•••
•\‘'

Big Bend National Park, located in
southwestern Texas, is one of the largest national parks outside Alaska. Its 1,141 square
miles include Emory Peak, whose summit is
7,825 feet high.
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MONDAY-THURSDAY
SPECIALS
L.

•

l i. 0 . 1,, A. i l

Above Include Slaw, Hushpuppies, Potato.
Salad Bar 99c With Dinner

SALE
off
25%
Most Stock

Steak & Shrimp
Dinner

A
A
A

Announcing the Fall 1984 Opening
of

-

$599

A 5 Oz. Steak With 10 Gulf Shrimp
Served With House Salad, Roll, Potato

Many Items /
1
2 Price
And Less!

Country Dinner

Sale Runs May 1st thru 5th
104
-.4
.A202 South 4th Street Murray
•

$

59

Plate.
of Meat N' Three Vegetables

‘‘..17izt aiication

chid

ofever a pen, old-

. ay; nof aim dpzrmi

icun r sckoor bui /or
Seven Seas
Restaurant

A,
,ft
rh4b,;1Aitie71*tt

Ii
ts.

Highway 541 North

a
4
P

,
credtoot/

A learning center for
24-6 year old children

-.
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• 01 ••
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.170
,

/
1
2 Order
Fish Fillets ,,$359
'All You Can Eat' .
Fish Fillets
$499 1

DONNA'S NEEDLEWORK

•
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,1101
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VIP

you can be too preoccupied cialize your artistic talents
with self. Do your own thing (often brings you to the top.
architecture,
and you'll come into your own. Writing,
You have a natural interest in teaching and acting are some
law, politics and public ser- other fields that promise you
vice. An ability to commer-. fulfillment.

atick

•

Open 10-5 Monday-Friday
Dixieland Center
„A•

East
/91
pass
,,..,„re••••

What kind of day will tomor- 'LIBRA
row be? To find out what the (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -ftriL
—
stars say, read the forecast
You have definite ideas
given for your birth sign.
regarding the use of extra
funds, but a partner may raise
objections. Compromise is in
ARIES
41
4 order.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 111
It's hard to reach agree- SCORPIO ment with close ties ahout (Oct. 23to Nov.21) nt'e'r
financial matters, though
You'll make some headway
overall career prospects im- in a talk with a loved one, but
if you're 'given an inch, don't
prove today.
try for a mile. Don't push too
TAURUS
far.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
If you force the issue now SAGITTARIUS
with a loved one, there's sure (Nov.22toDec.21) ",
to be fireworks. Lick is with
You seem to be troubled by
you in dealing with agents and things going on inside
representatives.
yourself, but turn your attenGEMINI
tion outward to capitalize on
May 21 to June 20) nair
. career opportunity.
You may be trying to rush a CAPRICORN
career matter. Back off and (Dec.22 toJan. 19) 10
turn your attention to areas
Don't let friends spoil your
where there's less controver- good time. A new romantic interest deserves pair sole atsy.
tention. Hobbies bring
CANCER
satisfaction.
(June21 toJely 22) _PO
Though social invitations ar- AQUARIUS
rive, you may not be in a parJan. 20 to Feb. 18)
tying mood. A child doesn't
Today's good ideas- may
respond to criticism and may have to wait until tomorrow to.
rebel.
be implemented. Don't lose
patience about a career matLEO
ter. Bide your time.
(July 23to Aug.
A career opportunity looks PISCES
. X
promising, but you'll have a
Feb. 19 to Mar. 218)
C
hard time convincing a
You'll tend to quarrel with.
relative of its merit. Avoid advisers: Friends provide you
with opportunities now.listen
domestic disputes.
io‘„1&• when Spoken to. Don't insiston
.
VIRGO
(Aug.ZligaeSt-.22/......7...
center/Wm.._ _
Eitpect little Positive feedYOU HORN TODAY have
back from others regarding leadership qualities and are.
your ideas. it could be due to comfortable in group acjealousy. Make vacation tivities. Although you're blessed with originality:. at times
plans.
_

•

Only Big Sale Of The Year
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Sally Crass will be the guest speaker-atthe International Day Observance by the Calloway
County Homemakers. The event will be Tuesday, May 1, at 6:30 p.m. at the Sirloin Stockade.
Mrs. Crass traveled to Egypt during the summer of 1982 as one of 15 Kentucky Ambassadors
Aboard, a program sponsored by the United
States Office of Education. She will talk and present ,slides showing the influence of culture on
family, eating habits and housing,in present day

SIww.JPGNE 9ITTS

•K 4 3

9 -Aro"

•

North
Pass
Piss
Pass

Q 986 2
•A Q
*3

Your Individual Horoscope

- 40,

Of interest to homemakers will be a display
, table.of souvenirs Including an Arabic alphabet.
table cloths, examples of Egyptian table setI.
tings-, clothing and examples of publications.
4*
Mrs. _Crass is a home economics-teacher at •
ANSWER: Club Silc No-rea-•
son not to lead the unbicl
Murray High School. She graduated from Mursuit.
ray State University and did her graduate work
at the University of Kentucky. She is married to
-Send bridge questions to The Aces.
A,B. Crass and they reside at 2100 Gatesborough.
P0 Box 12343. Dallas. Texas 75225.
All homemakers and interested persons are inwith ielf-addressed. stamped envelope
vited to attend.
tor reply
East
I*

-olort5f

WEST
41 8
•10 3
*J 986 4
*KJ982

Homemakers to hed
Airs. Crass TLICSaay

Opening lead Spade eight

A beginning player will
not make today's four-heart
game. Beginners try to win
all tricks as soon as possible. The more experienced
player survives: he knows
he can't win a quick spade
trick, so he,nkkikktstage to
win a slow one.
West—leads his singleton
spade.to East's ace and East
returns the queen. Should
South cover or should he
ailolv East's queen to wilt'
It goes against all training to duck, so many Souths
will play the king. West
ruffs and returns a
diamond, and now South has
no chance:- He must lose a
diamond and three spades,
and the game goes one
down.
The lead of the spade
eight screams out that it is a
singleton. When East .shows
up with the ace and queen,
the only other possibility is
that West led from an original holding of J-9-8. Most
unlikely.
The winning maneuver is
for South to duck East's
queen. East continues with
his nine and West ruffs out
South's king. The difference
is that when West leads a
diamond, the finesse is no
longer needed. Dummy's
ace wins, the queen of
hearts isled to draw the
outstanding trumps, and the

TASTING LUNCHEON — About 300 persons attended the annual Tasting Luncheon by the alioway
Conaty Homemakers Clubs on Thursday, April 26, in the social hall of the First United Methodist
Church. In the top photo, from left, Jean Cloar, county extension agent in home economics, Maxine
Scott, county president, Mary Shipley, guest, Clovis Jones who provided the flowers for decorations,
Elizabeth Parks, Judy Stahier and Paula Palmer, general luncheon chairman. In the bottom photo
preparing food In the kitchen, from left, are Clara Bramley, Donna Whitfield, 011ie Colson, Clara Brandon, Hilda Orr and Robbie Blalock. Members from each of the clubs in the city and county provided
food for the luncheon.
Staff photos by Jo Burkeen

vvt:,

0r•

Mr. and Mrs. Roger J.
Emmert of Murray
.announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Shelia Dawn, to Fred N.
Loden of Houston,
Texas.
Miss Emmert, a
graduate of Mayfield
.0"
High School, attended
,•••••
.•
Murray State University where she graduated
atom.*
with a Bachelor of
Science degree in
•••••••
Elementary Education.
The bride-elect now is
attending the University
of Houston where she
will receive her
Master's degree in Early Childhood.
Mr. Loden, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Q.
Loden"ofHolliston, attended the University of
__run 3,
Houston.
Miss Emmert
Nhelia -Da till 1:1»nic•rt
presently. is teaching
and Fred N. Locic•ii to marn first grade in Pasadena,
Texas. Mr. Loden is Inc., of Houston.
day, June2,at1:30p.m.
All friends and
treasurer of DimenThe wedding will be at the First Christian relatives are invited to
sional Circultronica solemnized on Satur- Church, Murray.
attend the wedding.

"Fathers send their sons
to college either because
they went to college or
because they didn't.- — L.L.
Hendren.

4'• 4

PAGE 5

Emmert Loden vows to be ,said
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212 North 15t74. Street'
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Wilson-Green wedding scheduled Ladies golf play to be Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Derrell Wilson of
Puryear, Tenn.,• annOUNICS the
engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter, Lisa
Kay, to Lane Curtis Green, son
of Norene Green of Paris, Tenn.,
and Ofie Green of Buchanan,
Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. O.E.
Greenfield of Murray, of the late
Mrs. Trolya Marine Greenfield
and of Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson of Puryear, Tenn.
Miss Wilson graduated from
Henry County High School in
1980 and attended Murray State
University. She is photographic
technician at The Paris PostInteMgencer.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Charlie Green of
Buchanan, Tenn.. of the late
Mrs. Green, and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. George-Green----A 1979 graduate of Henry
County High School, he is
employed as a heavy equipment
operator with Green Construction Co. He is a merilber of the
U.S. Army National Guard.
The wedding will take place on
Saturday, May 19, at 2 p.m. at
East Wood Church of Christ,
Paris, Tenn.
A reception will follow in the
church annex.
All friends and relatives of the
couple are invited to attend.
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The women of the
Murray Country Club
Will play Wednesday,
May 2, at the club.
A shot-gun tee-off will
be at 9:30 a.m. with Betty Lowry as hostess.
Any one not listed in the
lineup may come and be
paired at the tee.
The lineup is as
follows:
No. 1A — Betty
Lowry, Venela Sexton.
Toni Hopson and Betty
Stewart..
No. 1B — Janet
Wallis, Debbie Jones,
Donna Tate and Mug
Rigsby.
No. 2 — Betty Jo Pur-

-=

-

DATEBOOK
students to show profects,.
_

An exhibit for Middle and High School Industrial Education Students' Projects by the Col- lege of Industry and Technology of Murray State
University Will be Tuesday and Wednesday, May
- 1-and -2-4n the ballroom of Curris Center, WU. •
Public viewing of the projects will be from 10:30
a.m. to noon on Wednesday. Approximately 300
students representing 15 schools from Kentucky,
Illinois and Missouri will participate in the event
with the purpose being to "to recognize the
achievements of the middle and high school industrial education students."

Meeting not PTC sponsored
Don McClure, president of the East Calloway
Elementary School Parent-Teacher Club, said
the meeting held at the school on Friday evening
was not a PTC sponsored event.

Temple Hill plans event
Temple Hill United Methodist Church will
have its annual homedoming on Sunday, May 6,
with the Rev. Kendrick Lewis as speaker at 11
a.m. A basket dinner will be served at noon with
a gospel singing in the afternoon. Contributions
for the perpetual care fund for the cemetery will
be taken.

•- -•

Wilcox- reunion planned
A reunion of the descendents of the late Fred
R. Wilcox and Verona Franklin Wilcox will be on
Saturday, June 16, from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. at the
Holiday Inn, Gllbertsville. This will be a "dutch
treat" event. All relatives and friends are invited. For information call Verona Grogan,
753-4978.

IRA?

Louise Lamb and Norma Frank.
No. 6B — Frances
Parker, Jennie Hutson,
Eddie Mae Outland and
Pat Claypool.
No. 7 — Mary Sell
Overbey, Martha Sue
Ryan, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer and Ethlene
McCallon.
No. 8 — Billie Cohoon,
Peggy Shoemaker,
Freda Steely and Ve
Severns.
No. 9 — Chris
Graham, Rowena
Cullom, Barbara Stacey
and Eulene Robinson.
Winners
Venela Sexton,

hostess for golf play on
April 25, has announced
the winners as follows
Championship flight
— Betty Lowery, winner, Frances Hulse, low
putts.
First flight — Diana
Villanova and Carita
Lamb tied for low.
Second flight —
Virginia Schwettman,
winner, Nancy
Haverstock, low putts. •
Third flight — Norma
Frank, winner, Billie
Cohoon, low putts.
Fourth flight —
Frances Richey, winner, Janet Wallis, second low.
-

•

Coming community events announced
• Monday, Aprll 30
Murray-Callbway
County Chamber of
Commerce annual dinner will be at 6:30 p.m.
at Curris Center, Murray State University.
————
Registration for Murray City School
Kindergarten will be
from 5 to 7 p.m. in
cafeteria of Robertson
School.
————
Total fashion show including hair styles,
clothes and makeup will
be at 7 p.m. at Curris
Center Auditorium,
Murray State University. . This wll be sponsored by Murray
Hairdressers.

• LiS3 Kay Wilson
and Lint Curtis Green to marry

-

dom, Mary Bogard,
Frances Hulse and
Jeriene
No.3 — Judy Latimer,
Fairs Alexander, Diana
Villanova and Margaret
Shuffett.
No. 4A — Pam Mavity, Madelyn Lamb,
Cathryn Garrott and
Sue Costello.
No. 4B — Polly Seale,
Carita Lamb and Jane
Fitch.•
No. 5 — Virginia
Schwettman, Edith Garrison, Nancy
Haverstock and
LaVerne Ryan.
No. 6A — Mary F.
Bell, Rebecca Irvan,

Mirandl.Be_th...„Turner born
Mr. andlArs. Dickie Turner of Owensbdro are
the parents of a daughte, Miranda 'Beth,
weighing seven pounds 11 ounces, born, on
Wednesday, April 4, at Owensboro-Daviess
County Hospital, Owensboro. The mother is the
former Nancy Kursave. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. J.C. Turner of Hampton and My. and
Mrs. Randall Kursave of Murray.

Workmans visit' here
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Workman of
Columbus,
Miss., were the recent guests of his sister,
Mrs.
J.B. Burkeen and Mr. Burkeen.

Patient dismissed
Charles Owens of Murray recently as dismissed from Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Darnell gets honor
Dalton B. Darnell, Rt. 1, Kirksey, has attained
the Life Master Rank in the American Contract
Bridge League, according to Richard L.
Goldberg, executive secretary of ACBL. The
ACBL governs bridge play in the United States,
Canada, Mexico and Bermuda.
Each Life Master is presented with a golden
membership card to symbolize the highest rank.
The ACBL is the 200,000 member organization
which oversees bridge play at nearly 900 tournaments each year and at narly 4,400 clubs each
week-----------

Steven William Parker born
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Parker, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, are the parents of a son, Steven
William, on Tuesday, April 24, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Lemond, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Catherine Parker, Rt. 1, Benton.
riz
iN

Check with State Farm
•Competitiye Rates
*Guaranteed Lifetime Income
•Waiver of Premium for Disability Option
• Good Neighbor Service
Jane Rogors
753-9627
201 S. 6th

Cub Scout Pack 57 will
meet at 7 p.m. in Old Clty Park.
————
Sibling Chisses will
start at 6 p.m. in third
floor classroom ...of
Murray Calloway coun_
ty Hospital. For information call 753-5131, extension 338.
Blood River Baptist
Association will have a
Vacation Bible School
Clinic at 7 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist
Church.
————
Faculty Brass Quintet
of Murray State Univershy will present a free
concert at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
———
Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. with
Sharon Clark.
-— — —
Revelation Seminar
will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Holiday Inn.
————
Al c oholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764, 753-5094 or
753-7663.
-— — —
Get Acquainted Night
will be at 7 p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge.

Tuesday, May 1
Murray Toastmasters
will meet at 6:59 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin
Restaurant. For information call 759-9926.
————
Annual Faculty/Staff
Senior Breakfast of
Murray State University will be at 8 a.m. in
banquet room of Curris
Center, MSU.
————
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad supper
at 6:30 p.m. at club
house.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous will Meet in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition Center at 8 p.m.
Murray Moose Lodge
will—Meet—al 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7
p.m.
Murray, Chapter..of
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
762-2504, 753-4126,
753-8987 or 762-2667.
————
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club willmeetat 7 p.m.
at Health Center. .
————
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church.
———
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
————
• Southwest Calloway
vrc will have a skating
party from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Roller Skating of
Murray.
————
Callow a y
Homemakers will have
International Day Program with Sally Crass
as speaker at 6:30 p.m.
at Sirloin Stockade.
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.

Tuesday, May 1
a.m.

Wednesday, May 2
meet at 7 p.m. e
————
Flint Baptist Church
Bea Walker Group of
First Baptist Church mission groups are
Women will meet with scheduled to meet at 7
Mary Shipley at 7:30
————
p.m. '
Ladies golf will start
————
Senior citizen ac- with a shotgun tee-off at
tivities will be at 9:30 9:30 a.m. at Murray
a.m. at Dexter Center; Country Club.
•
————
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas." Events in Land BetCenters; from 10 a.m. to ween the Lakes will inelude Sheep Shearing
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Registra- tion for 1984 at EmpirePlarf.
__
Red Cross Learn To
Swim Program will be
Ladles bridge with
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Maxa Read as hostess
Calloway Public will be at 9:30 a.m. at
Library.
Oaks Country Club.
- ——
Kappa Department of
Kick Off Coffee for
Murray Woman's Club lady golfers will be at
will have ladies night 8:45 a.m. at Oaks Counout
try_Clap.
_
————
Wednes- day, May 2
Women of the Moose
Hazel and Douglas of Murray Lodge will
Centers, will be open meet-at 8 p.m. with offrom lf) a.m.. to 2 p.m. ficers-to meet at 7 pm.
for activities by senior
————
citizens.
Events at First
————
Presbyterian Church
Mission groups at will include Choir and
Cherry Corner Baptist Youth Group, both at
Church are scheduled to 6:30 p.m.

University department is
named for Walter Cronkite
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP)
— Arizona State University's journalism
department is being
renamed the Walter"
Cronkite School of Jour,
nalism and
Telecommunications.
—We're proud to
associate our school of
journalism and telecommunication with one of
the most distinguised
journalists of all time,"
J. Russell Nelson, president of the Tempe

school, told the Arizona
Board of Regents on
Friday. The board approved the move.
Cronkite, a longtime
anchorman for CBS
News, is scheduled this
fall to present the first
Walter Cronkite Awards
for Excellence in Journalism and Telecommunication to William
Paley, founder and
chairman of CBS,and to
Frank Stanton, a CBS
president emeritus.

Summer means good tinie
'for person looking for job
NEW YORK (AP) —
Summer has a reputation as a bad time for
job-hunting but it's
possible to beat the
odds, according to an
expert in the field.

V 1:Se single-minded.
Others may be caught
up in the "vacation syndrome," but you have
just one objective: to
land a job.
-Make every day
_
count.
If you find proWe are pleased
"In summer, many
to announce that
companies are gearing spective employers
Meeting of Concerned
Sharon Outland,
up for fall. Therefore, leaving early on
Parentswillb
eat 7 p.m.
bride-elect of Darthey may be hiring," Fridays or coming in
at North Calloway
ryl Brown has
said John H. Brin- late on Mondays, use
Elementary School.
chosen her crystal,
ckerhoff, senior vice those days for record.
Mother-Daughter
china and flatware
president, Communis- keeping and letter.
Registration for 1984 Banquet (potluck) will
writing.
from our complete
pond Outplacement SerRed Cross Learn To be at 6:30 p.m. at First
r Resist the temptabridal registry.
vices. To help jobSwim Program will be United Methodist
Sharon and Darryl
hunters cope and win, tion to take a Vacation
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Church.
will be married
he offers these yourself. In the job
Calloway Public
May 19th.
"summer-ized" market, absence is a
. First Baptist Church
Library.
negative.
suggestions:
WMU will meet at 9:30
...Don't be put off by
Tuesday, May 1
a.m. in church chapel.
-Ignore those who short holiday weeks —
Events in Land Bet————
urge you to save your Memorial Day, Fourth
753-2835
ween the Lakes will inDorothy Group of time and energy for fall. of July, Labor Day. If an
clude Sheep Shearing First Baptist Church A break in the jobhuninterviewer can find
from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Women will meet with ting momentarn can be
.time, you can, too.
at Empire Farm.
Edna McKinney at 10:30 fatal.
V Double-check your.
"circle of contacts" so
you don't miss anyone
who's been taking time
off.
V If the person you
callis on vacation, leave
your name, but don't expect a prompt response.
When that person's due
back, call again.
-If the weather's'hot
and oppressive, try extra hard to be fresh and
cool for the interview.
Then keep it focused on
you, your acOffer Thru May 1st
V Electrolux Rebyilt - 1 to 2 yr. warranties - $100 and
complishments, how
up
you Can help the pro10
v Kirby. Many models to choose from - Kirby Classic
spective employer.
Model Ohly $135.00 - Kirby Traditions $225.00.
....Show enthusiasm,
even if you're swelterHoovor Concept Two, power drive - has hand voc
ing. It often makes the
Jouilt-in, electronic speed control relails new $299.00
difference in a hirenoours
is
one
month
old
$199.00
Call For Appointment
' .ifsport Repair on your vacuum of reasonable prices. hire•sitaatir.7.------•::
.-Capitalfte" on
437-4132
others' acceptance of
Owners
summer as a bad jobTrona Burp° IL Docile Conner
-hunting time, leaving
201 N. 5th
759-4494
less competition for
those who persist.

Furches Jewelry
113 S. 4th
5r.ie Far

Corno.,•,,
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DOES THE DIET CENTER
REALLY WORK?
Just Ask Bessie Harrison
On Oct. 20, 1983 Bessie came into Diet
Center after years of trying (and failing)
to diet on her own. She's firmly convinced 6 months and 100 lbs. later this is the
last diet she'll will ever be on. Yes, 100
lbs. and she plans to lose more. She found
the diet to be nutrionally sound and easy
to follow. No drugs or shots involved.
Delicious foods and daily counseling from
counselors who, too, have fought the battle. of being overweight.
If you have ever wondered if Diet
Center would work for you, ask Bessie
how it really worked for her. •
Call Diet Center today for a free
consulatation.
758-002.0
Hwy. Oil N.
The More

M•F'T AN11•12:3,1
2:310:30
Kat. 10-tioon

Announcing The
Opening Of The

Check it
Out!

Sun Hut

The New Wave
In Sun Tanning

Sat. April 28th

'Special

A Better Vacuum
Affordable

Sessions *35

. Located At Hardin
Next Door To Country Crossroads

'MURRAY VACUUM
CENTER
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Murrayan snags top catch

(CAmt'd from page 1)
Murrayan Toy Williams caught
a prize-winner Saturday in the
1984 Zebco Kentucky Lake Crap,
piethon Tournament.
Williams reeled in a tagged
crappie while fishing in Ledbetter Creek near Kenlake State

Kirchhoff and Jerry Jones from
Paducah. They recorded the
heaviest catch of 20 crappie and
Kirchhoff caught the largest
single fish of the oneday contest.
The two-man team won $1,000
while Kirchhoff won an addi-tiortal $900 for the biggest catch.
While several prizes were won.
during the tournament, there are.
still several unclaimed prizes-in
the overall contest sponsored by
Zebco.
"The Zebco Kid,- the highestpaying tagged fish, remains at
large with an attached tag worth
$25,000 to the angler who briggs
him in alive.

Park.A w_elah-la at Spurtamalis
) Marina on Jonathon Creek identified the ftsh as the winning
catch for a $9,000 boat, motor and
trailer rig.
Williams good fortune came at
the misfortune of another,
however. Earlier in the contest
Larry Scaggs of Brownsville
caught a fish which would have
won him the boat. But Scaggs did
not discover the tag until he was
cleaning the fish. Contest rules
require that tagged fish be checked in alive.
Other prize winners in Saturday's tout
nail-lent include Louie
:

A BIG CATCH — Toy
Williams, 751 Murray Court,
A fish worth a $127)00 Jeep
landed this crappie wearing a
Cherokee is also at large as well
tag worth a $9,000 boat rig. He is
as the majority of 460 tagged fish
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
worth $100 each.
Williams, 307 Woodlawn Aye.
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will assume his post July 1. r.
Keith Heim, head of special collections, has been serving as interim dean.
Harmon has been serving
"under one of the strongest
deans of libraries in the nation"
at Oklahoma, Stroup said. He is
former head of acquisitions at
Purdue, and also worked for the
Western Illinois University and
Univaraity.of Utah libraries. He
is a Ph.D..candidate in oriental
studies at the University of
Arizona, where he received his
bachelor's and master's degrees
in the same area. He took a
master's of library science at Indiana University.
The Vice President of University Relations and Development
position remains filled on an interim basis by Don Kelly. Seven
finalists for that post have been
identified, and Stroup said she
hopes to have a recommendation by the board's • May
meeting.
In other business, the board:
= Asked for a new proposal on
the residence hall visitation
policy. The board voted on a
policy proposed by the Student
Life Committee, but the lack of a
favorable quorum majority kill-

Regents.
reassigned to a post in Booth's
office. No decision has been
made on the education dean's
position, but it•is the next priority. Booth said later.
Booth, who has been serving
as interim VP sinee 1982,-was officially made kgrinanent VT ata
$52,000 salary by Saturday's
board action. Booth won the post
over candidates from a national
search, Stroup pointed out. The
search originally began under
former President Curris but was
reopened by Stroup after she
took office last July.
Dr. Hogancamp has been serving as interim administrative
VP since the death of Jim Hall
last summer. The "interim" is
now dropped from his tile, and
he will serve until the 1985 school
year at $50,180. Stroup gave her
appreciation for his willingness
to stay on, saying Hogancamp
"has been a very important continuity link for me."
_ The new Dean of Librarfbs
was also named after a reopened search which began last fall.
Hired at $43,750, Coy L. Harmon

'•
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ed the measure. Student Regent
Don Thomas agreed to withdraw
the motion and to submit
another proposal at the next
meeting.
•
= Appointed an ad hoc committee to study the proposed raising
of funds for a new Racer arena
by contributions from insurance
policies.
= Approved dropping summer
eomment...csd exercises and
having just one commencement
in the spring, due to lack of attendance at the summer event.
= Approved adopting a new
minor in 'organizational communication, and dropping the
bachelor's and master's programs in urban and regional
planning due to lack of
participation.
= Approved designating the
Breathitt Veterinary Center as a
rabies testing center, and adopting insurance to cover the
center's two vets.
= Approved a $20 application
processing fee for international
students.
= Approved changing the name
of the speech and theater
department to the Department
of Speech, Communication arid
Theater.

7s4-4g-t-

Radio COMPUTER
Mae* 7 CENTERS
PREPARE CORRECTION-FREE MEMOS,
LETTERS & REPORTS WITH A TRS-80`

THE INSTALLATION — Board of Regents Chairman Richard Frymire officially
installed Dr.
Stroup at Saturday's ceremony.

Stroup inaugurated
(Cont'd from page 2)

.311•11.

•

.
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ing place on this campus."
Stroup compared universities
of institution that developed to to a stained-glass window, with
meet needs not met by classical its "bits and pieces held
colleges, Stroup said such in- together by a structure that
,,..5.tittitina§mi1t not move_tamtorsi—ferms-pit
rt of the -image.
elitism under public pressure
"When the sun shines through
for improvements.
this. stained-glass tvindow, it
"We will not close the door for shows you a vision of splendor —
fear of loss of quality," Stroup a way the world would look if the
said. —The door of- °PiPe'rtunitr " 'sunny side of human nature
must remain open as it_is_ still a could shine all of - the time:first-generation experience for diverse, brilliant, multi-colored
many in Kentucky." As to exand multi-shaped....We can
cellence, she said, "We feel the shatter some
of its beauty, we
quality revolution is quietly tak- can shatter some of its splendor,

but we rarely can destroy it."
The inaugural ceremony was
followed by a reception -in Pogue
Library, which again echoed a
scene of a year ago: Dr. Stroup
her husband Joe tireIe'SIIY—
shaking the hands of lined-up
well-wishers. Perhaps they
shared 'the feeling of Student
Regent Don Thomas, who in the
ceremony had reflected on
Stroup's-performance since taking office last July: "Ten months later, we've all come to the
same conclusion: Kala's good
for Murray."

Hazel residents present petition
favoring fire protection district
Citizens of the Hazel Voting'
Precinct residing in Calloway
County filed their Petitions on
Friday, April 27, to forma Fire
Protection District in their
precinct.
The Petitions contained
signatures of 438 registered
voters residing in the area with
the request that a Fire District
be created. The signefrs represent approximately 60 percent of
the registered county voters in
that District.
"The Hazel Fire District will
now have the capability of contracting for fire protection service for the residents and property in the District," said Bill
Phillips, Coordinator of the
Drive.
Of the 13 voL
tg precincts in
Calloway County, 11 have now
presented Petitions signed by

over 51 percent of the registered
voters In each of-those precints
asking that they be allowed to
form into Fire Protection
Districts.
According to the latest count,
New Concord lacks only 50
signatures while Faxon needs an
additional 100 to exceed their 51
percent.
"The goal of every concerned
citizen who has worked in this
Drive is toTive all of Calloway
-County the opportunity to have
fire protection and a fair means
of financing that essential service," concluded Mr. Phillips. .
Anyone in the New Concord or
Faxon Voting Precincts who
need information or wishes to
sign a Petition should call as
soon as possible. In New Concord contact Kathy Cohen at

cFargasticcSarri.
the original Family Haircutters
No Appointment Necessary!

139900

Reg. Separate
Items 1537.85
•TRS-80 Model 4 Computer with Bullt-In
Keyboard and Monitor (26-1067)
•DMP-110 Dot-Matrix Printer Features
Correspondence-Quality Word Processing
Mode (26-1271; with Cable, 26-1401)

436-2603 or C.R. Avery at
436-2101. In Faxon contact Ed
Jennings at 753-3523 or Bobby
Joe Nanney at 753-4937.

AS LOW AS ,
$80 PER!
MONTH

•CCR-81 Cassette Recorder to Save
and Load Your Documents (26-1208)
•SCRIPSIT1 Wdrd Processing Program
(26-1505) Lets You Enter and Edit
Correction-Free Text

Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Retailer
CHECK YOUR PHONE BOOK FOR THE PARTICIPATING Rados nook STORE. COMPUTER CENTER OR OEALER NEAREST
YOU.
cacne Is a Service mark of Citicorp
A DiVtSION Of TANDY CORPORATION

PRICES APPLY AT RADIO SHACK COMPL

R CENTERS AND PAR7tCpATING STORES ANC' DEALERS
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Warehouse Foods

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts
-

Monday
Thru
Saturday
8-7

New Store
Hours

-

Better

.

Meal

_

Prices Good While 'fp*
Supplys Last!

5 Lb.

•
0141

Turner

Chicken of the Sea

Nunn Better

Butt/1 2ermilk
Gal.

Tuna

Flour

61/2 Oz. Can

79

0

Nunn Better 27%

Dog Food

5 Lb.

990 680 790 $399
Dawn Dishwashing Liquid 12 Oz. 59'

0

0
0
C.)

rc
a.
•

Turner Ice Milk 1/2 Gal. $1.09
a.
a.

Parkay

Red

Turner

Margarine

Potatoes

Sour Cream

10 Lb.

8 Oz.

1 Lb.
BRING THIS AD

Take advantage of the specials shown below

Helene Curti6 Perim

,s19.50

Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
or Diet Pepsi

., _

Pk. 16 Oz. '
8P

With This ..1d
Ong. $27 50

$1

2608 PARK AVE. PHONE 442-4386
(OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)
°
WI
--------:..7.--••

(OPEN MONDAS, THRU SATURDAY)

1

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!!!

Air. rani

Hi-Dri

Towels
Jumbo Roll

Lipton Instant

Detergent

Tea

•

,

0

0
0
0
rc
ct.
•

in
—s
cn

*Joy
Dishwashing
32 Oz.

0.•

. 4 Oz. Jar

59 2/109 $ 1 49 $ 1 99

Plus Deposit

MURRAY •
OLYMPIC PLAZA - PHONE 753-0542

12 Oz.

Smuckers Grape Jelly 2 Lb. 99'

Site( ut 4•100•1cdt

PADUCAH

Wiener

490 $ 1 58 49C
98
Reelfoot Bacon 12 Oz. $1.29

Helene Curt1s-perm,a beautifully
manageable perm, is designed
to make straight or lifeless hair
come alive with new body and
bounce, Get a perm with cut,
shampoo and styling.

Reelfoot
' All Meat

0
0
LU

Turner Milk GaL 42.19- -

Reelfoot Bologna-1- Lb. 11.29z----
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Reinhard named Moreh'ead president
DERBV DA V — Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
recently signed a proclamation declaring the
annual Derby Day
festivities. Sponsored by
the brothers of Sigma
Chi fraternity, the annual event held at Murray State university
draws a large crowd
from around the area.
Ellis is shown above
with Davidtiriffo,
president/.

MOREHEAD, Ky.
(API — Dr. Herb H.
Reinhard Jr., president
of Slippery Rock
University, was
unanimously named the
new president of
Morehead State University on Saturday by the
Morehead Board of
Regents.
Jerry F. Howell Sr.,
chairman of the board,
said Reinhard made the
best impression on the
faculty of the university
during a visit to the
campus earlier last

week.
Reinhard was chosen
over the other finalist,
William Dorrill, dean of
the College of Arts and
Sciences at Ohio
University.
Reinhard takes over
at the helm July 1, 1984,
replacing Morris
Norfleet, who is
resigning.
The board approved a
two-year contract for
Reinhard, calling for an
annual salary of $73,500.
"I'm deeply
honored," Reinhard

said in statement
released by the university. "I'm looking forward to working with
Morehead State University and the
community."
Reinhard was not present at Saturday's board
meeting.
A native of Covington
In northern Kentucky.
Reinhard, 53, has a doctorate in higher education from Indiana
University and master's
and bachelor's degrees
in psychology from
Florida State.
He has been president
of Slippery Rock in
western Pennsylvania

since July 1, 1979.
Previously, he had been
assistant to the president of Florida A&M
University, assistant
vice chancellor for
academic affairs at the
University of Tennessee, vice president
for student development
at Western Carolina
University and dean of
student services at
Florida State
University.
Reinhard, was one of
seven finalists for the
presidency at Murray
State University last
year before Dr. Kale M.
Stroup was narched to
that post.

Prominent businessman
charged with shooting girl
at the playground. She
returned home last
week atter ate was
hospitalized in Lexington and later
Morehead.
"Today was the first
day she was able to walk
without a walker," her
father, Bob Owen, said
Saturday. She was able
to take five or six steps.
Her -left ankle remains partially paralyzed, he said, and no more
surgery is planned. Doctors have prescribed
physical therapy.
"She is able to move
three -of her toes. We
stay optimistic each
day," Owen said.
She underwent
surgery on March 22
when doctors patched
two holes in her small
intestine and removed a
foot-long section of the
intestine that contained
six additional holes.
Law enforcement officials have said that the
girl was...hit—by...a_
22-caliber bullet fired at
a stray animal.

HAZARD, Ky. (AP)
— A prominent Hazard
-businessman was indicted in the shooting of
a 9-year7old girl playing
outside an elementary
school.
Howard Chappell,
owner of a truck freight
company, was indicted
Friday by a Perry County grand jury, said Commonwealth's Attorney
Alva Holton Jr.
Chappell, former
owner of Chappell
Dairy, was charged
with second-degree
assault, a felony, and
second-degree wanton
endangerment, a misdemeanor, Hollon said.
The maximum penalty on the assault charge
is five to 10 years in
prison, and the maximum for wanton endangerment is one year
in jail and a $500 fine,
Hollon said. _
No arraignment has
been set, he said.
Rebecca—Carmen
Owen was shot in the
back on March 11 while

Howell resigns as chairman
of Morehead State's regents

25%
to
33%
off
Juniors'
tops and shorts.
Sale 5.99

each
Reg.$9. Dove* cropped top with mesh inset and V-back Polyester
cotton In great colors Sizes S,M,L
Reg. $8. Dove - pull-on sport shorts In breezy nylon, with
aantyliner Solids or stripes Sizes P.S.M.L
Reg. $8. A choice-of nuin pfints on a-wh4te-pu3lovet -0f-coo
-•
cotton polyester knit Sizes S.M.L'
Reg. $8. Sporty side-slit boxer shorts of 100% cotton Choose
crints stripes or solid colors Sizes S.M.L

Save
20%
Super Shaper

pantihose.
Sale 2.20 and 2.60

Sale 2.40 Reg $3 Control top pantihose in silky-feeling nylon
with sheer toes Choose from striking Spring shades to
coordinate with all your outfits Regular sizes in short, average
and tall
Sate 2.80 Reg 3 50 Queen size contrOITOripatifitidiste:ln-tfibif
and tall

Save'4

Sale 10.99

Long, lovely
Enkacrepe- gown

Par Four. shirt
Reg. $15. Classic striped
Shirt, knit of cotton/
polyester Men's S,M,L,Xtr

Sale 10.99 Reg. $15
Romantic full-length
gown With short puff
sleeves Trimmed with
lace and a touch of
embroidery Satiny nylon
tricot in pastels and
white Sizes XS.S.M L
for women

Two die on highways
Two pe' ople'hiive-bien
killed so far in separate one-car accidents on
Kentucky roads this
weekend,- said local
authorities.
The death's raise the
state's traffic fata.lity""
count to 176 for the year,
compared to 202 for the
same period last year,
said state police.
Owen County Sheriff's
Department said Travis

E. Minch, 22, of Sparta,
was killed at 9:45 p.m.
Friday when the car he
was driving ran off Kentucky 22 about a halfmile east of Owenton.

Par Four- shorts
ACROSS

Reg. $16. Elastic-back
shorts Polyester/cotton
Men s waist sizes

Save 20%

Save 20%

Save'4

Cotton basics
for women

All priscilla
curtains

Nike. joggers
for men

Sale $4 Reg $5- Tanktop
vest, colorful undercover
in all-cotton knit Sizes •
S M.L for women
Sale $2 Reg 2 50
MatOing string-tyle
brkiii panty in at&cotton
knit Sizes S,M,L for
women

DOWN
Answer to Previous Pilule

1 Article
4 Note of
scale
6 Climbing
species of

Sale 1920. 100x63' pr
Reg $24 Easy-care
Kodel* polyester/cotton
Newport priscillas frame
your view with cascading
ruffles Save on these
and all other priscilla
curtains in store'
100x84 Newports.
Reg $26 Sale 20.80 pr.

Sale 17.94. Reg 21 99
Nike' Monterey running
shoes Lightweight nylon
uppers with sporty suede
trim Plus padding and
arch support inside traction tread soles for
sure starts and stops

11
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JCPenney

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

Penney Conveny Ina

11 Harbinger
13 Worn away
15 Old pronoun
16 Plunderers
18 Symbol for
tellurium
19 Fulfill
21 Court order
22 Location
24 Narrate
26 Lampreys
28 Conducted
_9 Simpleton
31 Profound
33 Rupees
abbr
34 Above
36 Geese
38 Symbol for
silver
40 Paradise
42 Mine
excavation
45 Ordinance
47 Mix
49 Quarrel
50 Spanish for
three''
52 Footless
54 Spanish
article
55 Each
56 Chases
59 Behold'
61 Esteem
63 Clothes

1 Old pronoun
2 Paid
attention
3 Teutonic
deity
4 Issue from
5 Worship
6 Insects
7 Transgress
8 Hurl
9 Editor abbr
10 Missive
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Catholic
Church
38 Place for
worship
39 Serni-precious stone
41 Pinches
43 Paleness
44 Latin
conjunction
46 Pronoun

48 Course
51 Mast
53 College
official
57 Vase
58 Spanish for
yes
60 Anglo-Saxon
money
62 A state abbr
64 French article
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Mountain
maker65
lakes
66 Printers
measure
67 Period of
time
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so

OMEN= BUD
CUOMO CUUBUO
MUM BOUM
COM MU CUM
MCC BOCC COMM
CC COMMUCM BC
CUM UMCU MOM
UBOCU UM CCUU
MUM COU
COMM =CCM
ma/newt:1w- COB OUCUC MCC
sion abbr
CCU EMU= UCU
14 Acts

17 Bound
20 Mixture
23 Negative
prefix
24 Agave plant
25 Affection
27 Deposits
30 Spreads for
drying
32 Vessels
35 Holds back
,Head of
37

•
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Radcliff police said
Troy M. Maxwell, 20, a
soldier stationed at Fort
Knox, was killed at 1:48
a.m. Saturday when the
car he was driving ran
off U.S. 31 in Radcliff.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Sale 12.99

derver

MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-9
SATURDAY 9-9:30
SUNDAY 12:30-6

and left the board
united," Howell, of
Jackson, said in offering
his resignation..,
Vice chairman Robert
M. Duncan of Inez was
elected to succeed
Howell as chairman until the governor's
appointment.
In another matter, the
board approved a fouryear contract for head
basketball Coach
Wayne Martin.

MOREHEAD, Ky.
(AP) — Jerry F. Howell
Sr. resigned Saturday
as chairman of the
Morehead State
Univerity Board of
Regents.
Howell's term had ex- pired, but no replacement appointment had
come from Gov. Martha
Layne Collins.
"I felt I would be a
successful chairman if I
helped name a president

..
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Several newspaper columnists win awards

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Columnists for
the Minneapolis Star
and Tribune and The
Columbus (Ohio)

Dispatch won top
Writing awards Saturday for papers with over
100,000 circulation at the
eighth convention of the

Hart says he would
restore TVA funds
cut in Reagan's term
CHATTANOOGA, of admi
nistering agency
Tenn. (AP) - that
might undertake
Democratic presiden- major
rebuilding on a
tial contender Gary regional
basis," he said.
Hart says he wants to
Hart said he wanted to
restore Tennessee create.
a construction
Valley Authority funds fund,
supported by
cut by the Reagan ad- federal
state and local
ministration and is in gov
ernments, that
favor of developing would
fund private conalternative energy tract
ors, who would be
sources.
obliged to hire a percen"Energy in- tage
of unemployed
dependence means con- people.
servation," the Col"It would be a 15, to
orado senator told The 20-Year
building proChattanooga Times in gram
. It would probably
an interview during a be the
largest employcampaign stop Friday.
ment program the coun"But it also means try's ever
undertaken,"
restoring programs that Hart said.
"So it's not
began in the '70s to just
another piece of
develop alternative, legislatio
n. It would be a
renewable supplies of mass
ive undertaking."
energy and producing
He said he would pay
greater amounts of
fossil fuels, including for the ideas by canceling the costly MX
Hart called himself a missile system and B1
longtime supporter of bomber, and by imposTVA, which employs ing a tax surcharge on
nearly 34,000 people in wealthy people.
the South, and said he
Hart was in Chatwas impressed with the
tanooga and Nashville
"unique experiment."
Friday on a campaign
"We could use that
swing through Tenidea in other parts of the
nessee, which holds its
country. It could serve
presidential primary
as a model for the kind
May 1.

National Society of
Harden of The ColumNewspaper Columnists.
bus Dispatch won for
Columnists for the humorous writing.
Gary (Ind.) PostGary Galloway of the
Tribune and the Savan- Gary Post-Tribune won
nah (Ga.) News-Press En the general column
took top honors for category and Archie
papers with under Whitfield of the Savan100,000 circulation.
nah News-Press won in
the humor category for
Jim Klobuchar, of the pape
rs with under
Minneapolis Star and
100,000 circulation.
Tribune, won in the
Other awards given
general column for
general column in
category and Mike news
papers over 100,000

Enterprise, third place;
Richard Des Ruisseaux,
The Louisville Times,
honorable mention; Bob
Swift, The Miami
Herald, honorable mention; Peter Leo, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette,
honorable mention; Al
Sicherman, Minneapolis
Star and Tribune,
honorable mention; and
Elaine Viets, St. Louis
Post -Dispatch,
honorable mention.

For general columns
in newspapers under
100.000: Pat Kite, FreMont (Calif.) Argus, second place; John
DeGroot, Fort Lauderdale (Fla.) Sun Sentinel, third place;
and David Fryxell,
Dubuque (Iowa)
Telegraph Herald,
honorable mention.
For humor column in
newspapers under
100,000: Skippy Lawson.

Macon (Ga.) Telegraph
& News and John
Phipps, Saginaw
(Mich.) News, tied for
second place; Marion
Stewart, Sheboygan
(Mich.) Press,
honorable mention:
Greg Dawson, Bloomington (Ind.) HeraldTelephone, honorable
mention; and Steve
Emertine, Arizona Daily Star, honorable
mention.

-

Mother's Day Sale
Save sl to $5
Cool mixers for fun
in the summer sun
Sale 5.99'
Sale 5.99

.Reg. $8. Perky print pullover
with banded waist and
dolman sleeves. In pblYester/
cotton knit. Juniors'
sizes S.MI. -

Reg. $13. Colorful cropped '
tops. Choose multi-color
diagonal or rainbow stripes.
In polyester/cotton knit.
Juniors' sizes S,M,L.

Sale 5.99

Sale 5.99

Reg.$7. Juniors' first choice!
Reg. 8.50. Juniors will love
Boxer-waist cotton sheeting
our cotton tennis shorts.
shorts with side slits. Solids, ' With fly front,
extended tab
stripes and tropical prints.
closure, slash pockets, side
Juniors' Sizes S,M,L.
slits: Sizes 5 to 15.

Father delivers baby at home
during blizzard in Wyoming
•

circulation Were: Mark
Patinkin, The Providence (R.I.) JournalBulletin, second place;
and John D. Marshall,
The Seattle PostIntelligencer, third
place.
For humor column in
newspapers over
100,000: Colin McEnroe,
The Hartford (Conn.)
Courant, second place;
Dan Bernstein, Riverside (Calif.) Press-

Sale 13.99

CHEYENNE, Wyo.
day and "knew this was
(AP)- The roads were
it." But she waited until
clogged with 3 feet of
4:45 a.m. to wake up her
snow and the doctor was
husband.
80 miles away, but Kris"I figured it didn't
ty Mankin said she
make sense to have him
waited almost four
up worrying about it
hours after her first
when there was nothing
labor pains before tellhe could do," Mrs.
ing her rancher husband
Mankin said. "I waited
he woOld have to deliver
until it was pretty close
their second child.
and then woke him up."
"I knew I wasn't goMrs. Mankin said
ing anywhere," the
their water bed wouldn't
26-year-old mother said
provide enough support,
in a telephone interview
so "I just laid on the
from her home Saturfloor and propped up on
day, a day after she
the pillows."
gave birth on the
Mankin "was a little
bedroom floor to a
nervous at first," she
7-pound, 1914-inch boy,
said. "But after he got
named Justin.
done talking to Dr.
Her husband, Gene, Rich
ards, he calmed
28, delivered the baby
down and did real
Friday morning during
good..
the worst snowstorm in
She said•her husband
Wyoming record books.
hadn't even seen their
Dr. Jack Richards, in
first child delivered, but
Casper, talked Mankin
he's helped the birth of
through the delivery.
calves on the ranch.
Mrs. Mankin said her "He
said it wasn't that
sister and mother, who diffe
rent," she added.
were at the ranch about
"I think he's pretty
60 miles south of
excited and feels good
Gillette, stretched the
about doing good," she
phone as far as it would said
. "Absolutely
go and relayed informaeverything went like it
tion from Mankin in the
was supposed to."
bedroom to the doctor,
She said she and the
over the phone, and his baby
will go to Casper
directions were relayed Mon
day and get a
tack to Mankin.
checkup.
, "I feel fine," Mrs.
"It was really nice be.Mankin said Saturday, ing
home right after'as she was drawing a
wards," she said of the
bath for her other child, unpl
anned home birth.
Erin, 2.
"I don't think they
She said she was due should keep
you in the
to deliver May 5, but she
hospital as long as they
woke up at 1 a.m. Fri- do."

Sale 14.99

Reg.$18.1/oda! The•oversized• • -•
shirt in polyester/cotton
gauze. With snap placket
and tab sleeves. Juniors'
sizes 5 to 15.

=Reg. $22. Clever-choice!
Our Foxl-', pants of striped
poly/cotton twill with fly
front, handy pockets and
elastic belt. Juniors' 5 to 15

Sale 10.99

Sale 11.99

Reg. $14. Summery spun
polyester top trimmed with
an applique, contrasting
piping on neck and sleeves.
Misses' sizes S,M,L,XL.

Reg. $15. Par our scores
in stripes! Our winner in
cotton/polyester knit.
Placket front. Misses'
sizes S,M,L.XL. .

Sale 15.99

Sale 15.99

Reg.$21. Coordinating skirts
of polyester/cottqn poplin.
Choose pull-on or wrap style.
Colorful appliques. Misses'
sizes S,M,L,XL.
Sale prices effective
through Saturday.

Reg. $20:Man-taitored Par
Four* shorts of polyester/
cotton twill. With webbed
belt, slash pockets', cuffed
legs. Misses' sizes 8 to 18.

Designer Bill Blass to be
awarded honorary degree
FORT WAYNE, Ind.
(AP) - Fashion
designer Bill Blass is
likely to be the bestdressed man at next
month's commencement ceremonies formndiana University Purdue University at
Fort Wayne.
'The designer, a Fort
Wayne native who never
finished college, will
receive an honorary
Doctor of Humane Letters degree on May 9.
"Blass is a local boy

who's gained international recognition," said
Marge Hile, a
spokeswoman for the
university.
Blass left Fort Wayne
during World War II,
then began designing
women's clothing in
New York City. He now
owns Bill Blass Limited,
which designs
everything from men's
suits to perfume to color
schemes for the interior
of luxury automobiles.

Hog market report listed
frederal-State Market News Service
Monday. April 30. 1104.
Kentucky Porthole Area Hog Market
newt Includes I Buying Station
s Receipts Act 712 Est 700 &mew
s
6C6130,....70 16iliter &Me'ender 0001bit.
..30 Oa Islitencee I. Maker over dor*.
1.-Oloau, 1 50 higher
tte 1-2 710440 lbs
MX 00411 50
Some $40 75

IS 2200210 lbs
ps 2 210-250 -lb.
US 2-3 330-770 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 770-350 lbs
US 1-3"woo law
US 1-3 4130-300 lbs
I'S 1 3 500-850 lbs
I'S 2-3 305-500 lbs
Boars 134.35 25

VISA'

$47 00-40 (10
$47 50-4000
$4!50-47 50
,
$38 50-40 50
$03.50413.10
$42 5045 00
$447047
$30 50 40 50

masater.set

Penne

MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-9
SATURDAY 9-9:30
SUNDAY 12:30-6
9444
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• Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray,Kentucky • • •
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080
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Lady Racer netters
warded first 0112
tennis championship

_

--4-----.

MORE-HEAD, Ky. —.the final doubles match
Three Murray natives deciding the team title.
Were instrumental in _
Jones and Eid were
guiding the Murray fighting for the No.3
State women's tennis-- -troubles Title against the
team to its first-ever mortheasi_teata_ Alf
Ohio Valley Conference Angela Longo and
championship, Chabie Tlhapane when
Saturday.
all the other matches
Kathy Outland, April ended. The two teams
e -Horning-and Starr-Jones were tied-17--17-with the
• -along with Maureen only undecided point
Rankine and Jorunn Eid riding on the No.3
combined - to win three contests.
p_ositional championThe teams split the
ship-S to edge host first two sets, 6-3 Mur_ Morehead in team ray,6-2 Morehead,when
Roints„
the _laidy Racers won
-84x--peittt9- separated the service break in the
'the top four finishers in third set then held serve
the We-tournament-as-- their last five iiiilenfra
Eastern Kentucky row to win it all. 6-4.
tallied 13 points and
Outland Won the No.6
Middle -Tennessee took singles title for Murray
fourth place with an with her finals victory
even dozen.
over Bridgette Platt of
-Last I'ear it was MTSU. 6-1, 6-1, and
more' of a two-way race Horning-Rankine won
betw"e.en us. and the No.1 doubles title by
Morehead." noted MSU whipping the MTSU
Coach Ken Purcell. team of Michelle Girle:*This year there was Renee- Giroux, 6-3, 6-4.
quite a bit of a split betThe Lady Racers also
ween the top four teams had three loses in the
and Eastern and Middle finals — Horning was
were very mifell
. involir- beaten for the No.1
ed in the -run for the singles title by Girle,
championship this 6-4, 6-1; Rankine lost at
year." No.4 singles to Kristy
-Last year the Lady Spangenberg of EKU,
Racers won four in- 7-5, 2-6. 7-5; and the No.2
dividual titles 'and still doubles team of Liz
lost to 'Morehead. but Hendon-Outland lost to
this year they edged-the Helen Haddon-Vanessa
. Lady Eagles with only Adams of Morehead,
three championships — 6-4, 6-2.

Racers win record 5th OVC tennis title

FIVE TIME OVC CHAMPS — Murray State set a new Ohio Valley Conference record by winning the
league championship for the fifth consecutive year. Members of the OVC championship team include
(front row, from left) Bobby Montgomery. Barry Thomas, John Brunner, (standing)*Coach Bennie
Jens Berghrahm. .!_
Purcell, Bord Gunderson, Steve Massad, Johan Tanum

ma

r.

Tiger baseball team crushe-§- Ballard Memorial, 13-1, 8-0
Murray High posted a
pair -of--home—victories
over Ballard Memorial,
13-1 and $-0, in a Saturday--doubleheader. - In the first game Jeff
Downey _picked up his
second win of the year to
only one loss by fanning
six and walking only two
in a five-inning game.
—The only extra-base
hit of the day, and only,
One of two hits off

Downey, was a triple by drove in two runs and -- Ed Hendon picked up Watson drove .in two
losing pitcher Tracy stole two bases in two his third win of the year runs. The Tigers stole
ThomasOn.
attempts. Steve Malone to no loses as he hurled seven bases on seven atThe Tigers_ blasted and Mark Boggess each seven strikeouts for tempts to make their
Thomaioh with eight drove in two runs offtwo -11I-Ig in the nightcap.
afternoon's tally_ a
hits and capitalized on hits apiece.
Ballard managed five perfect 17-for-17 in 12
eight Ballard errors to
The Tigers stole 10 hits off Hendon, bill innings.
score four runs in the bases during the opener none .were effective as
first inning and five in and Boggess made a the Tigers posted their
The Tigers were held
the fourth.
spectacular diving second shutout of- the scoreless in the first two
Shawn McClure was a catch in the first inning season.
innings, but launched a
double-demon during to set the defensive pace
Jay Watson and David five-run attack in the
the contest as he went for- the rest of the Seaford both were third to bust the game
2-for-2, scored twice, afternoon.
2-for-3 for the game and open. "We just put the
pressure on them in
both games and kept it
on," explained MHS
Coach Cary Miller.
"Our pitching has been
much more consistent
lately and our defense
has been doing a good
job behind the mound.
,(Against: Ballard) we
did the best job we've

Sports Saver Weekend
Continues
Selected Close Out Merchandise
(Does Not Include All Merchandise In Store)
This
Isn't
Like
Any
Ordinary
Sale

It's
Bigger
And
Better
Than
Last
Year

Two Days Only

done all year running
the bases. I don't think
we made a single mental error on the
basepaths all day."
Tonight the Tigers are
scheduled to hdst Marshall County in a 7 p.m.
game and Thursday
they host both Reidland
and Mayfield in a
doubleheader. Saturday
the Tigers host Daviess
County in a game atMurray State's Reagan
Field.
First Game
12343 RUE
Ballard
0 1 0 0 0 120
Murray
4 1 3 5 X 1381
WP — Jeff Downey 42-1o. LP —
Thomason. 35 — Thomason.
•
Second Game
1234 3 6 7 RUE
Ballard
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 5 2
Murray
00 5 1 0 1 X 8 7 1
WP — Ed Hendon 13-0) 1.:P —
Myatt

od5ah..

MI-IS Record — 16-1

'

Bag, Swale favored in Derby
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Devil's Bag's
less than impressive
victory in the Derby
Trial doesn't figure to
chase away any contenders for next Saturday's 110th Kentucky
Derby.
Hours before Devil's
Bag won the opening
day feature at Churchill
Downs Saturday,
trainer Wayne Lukas
said he will run two
fillies, Althea and Life's
Magic, in the Derby,
which is expected attract 17 to 20 3-yearolds.
- Only two fillies have
won the Derby, Genuine
Risk in 1980 and Regret

in 1915. Althea and
Life's Magic will be the
first filly entry in the
history of the race.
Devil's Bag, the
2-year-old champion,
also will have an entrymate in Swale. Both
are trained by Woody
Stephens, the 70-yearold Hall of Famer who is
hospitalized here with
pneumonia but plans to
saddle horses in Friday's Kentucky Oaks
and the Derby.
"Swale's the horse to
heat now," Stephens
told Billy Reed of the
Louisville CourierJournal after watching
the Trial on television.
"I believe he is."
a
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April 30 Thru May 2
Mon., Tues., Wed. 9-6
Most Items Way Below Cost
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'Bats
*Bags
'Warm-Ups
*Tennis Shirts
*Jerseys
'Baseball Gloves
*Socks
*Jackets
*Athletic Shoes
• *Swim Suits
0T-Shirts
*Gym Shorts
'Racquetball & Tennis Rackets
'Balls
'Hats

DENNISON-HUNT

Sporting

Oillirt".

1972 Motor Home

Low Mileage
$6549.

Goods

DWAIN TAYLOR
C-HEVR 0 LET

•

1103 Chestnut

Everything for that SPORT in YOUR life

753-8E144

753-26V
a

•

641 S. Murray
a

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio — Total domination.
That's the story from the Ohio Valley Conference tennis tournament where the Murray
State Racers carved their fifth consecutive team
championship Saturday.
The team title broke the old record of four
straight which was previously attained by
Western Kentucky twice (1970-73. 1952-55)and by
MSU the past four seasons.
"I thought we'd win," admitted MSU Coach
Bennie Purcell, "but I never expected us to completely dominate the way we did."
After Friday's('first-round results, the Racers
had a good Illea they'd finish first overall, but
Saturday's singles finals and the conclusion of
the doubles clinched the MSU victory with a
record 68 total points.
The Racers won seven of nine possible championships including No.1;2, 3, 5 and 6 singles and
No.1 and No.3 doubles.
Bobby Montgomery, the former Kentucky
state high school champ from Henderson, won
his fifth and sixth career championships as he
won the No.1 singles and teamed with Barry
Thomas to win at No.1 doubles..:
_
The victory should assure Montgomery of the
OVC Player of the Year Award which traditionally goes to the No.1 singles champion. Montgomery's overall record this year is 33-8 at the
top spot and his doubles record with Thomas is a
sparkling 28-2.
The junior from Henderson has won two championships — singles and doubles — each of his
three years at MSU. He also recorded his 100th
and 101st career singles victories during the OVC
tourney to become one of only five Racers to ever
reach the century mark.
"We knew Bobby was going to be good when
we recruited him, but he's turned out to be even
better than we ever expected," Purcell said.
At No.2, Thomas, one of two seniors on the
squad, became the best junior college transfer to
ever play at MSU. He won four championships
(two singles and two doubles) and 79 matches in
his two seasons with the Racers. He won the No.2
singles title this year after winning at No.4 last
season. His record this year is 35-5.
Steve Massad, the other senior who has started
for three years and is a century-victory club
member, won his second championship ever,
taking the No.3 title and losing with Jens
Berghra.hm in the finals of the No.2 doubles.
Massad knocked off- Moreheacrs Paul Hope,
6-7, 2-6, 76, in Saturday's singles championship,
then had to turn around and play for the doubles
title with only a short intermission.
The senior from Tyler, Texas, developed leg
cramps midway through the doubles final which
contributed to the duo's demise.
Berghrahm, at No.4 singles, lost to Perms
Kambadellis of Morehead,6-3, 6-1, in the only individual loss for MSU.
At No., John Brunner tied Mats Ljungman for
the number of wins by a freshman as he Won his
36th match in the No.5 championship. His 36-4
mark is the best on the Racer squad this s
Besides the individual crdwn, Brunner, from
Buffalo, N.Y., teamed with Johan Tanum to win
the title at No.3 doubles, beating Middle Tennessee's David Wehrle-Ken Ventimiglia, 6-2, 6-2:Tanum was the champion at No.6 singles with
a cruise past Bill Kohut of Akron, 6-1, 6-1. According to Purcell, Tanum was the big surprise of
the year as the 2t1Su coach "wrote him off"
before the season even began because of an illness early in the winter. But Tanum bounced
back and after breaking into the starting lineup
he notched 30 wins to only four losses.
Besides scoring a record 68 of a possible 72
team points, the Racers easily out-distanced runnerup Morehead's 42 points. Middle -Tennessee
was third with 39, Eastern Kentucky was fourth
with 36, Akron had 35, Austin Peay 22, Tennessee
Tech 10 and host YSU nine.
Although the Racers have an almost nonexistent chance of making the 16-team NCAA
championship held this year because they compete in a 67-team region along with the
Southeastern Conference schools, Purcell and
his squad are vying for one of the six remaining
berths in the National Invitational Tournament
of Tennis.•
Ten teams have already accepted invitations
to the NIT including Long Beach State,
California-Irvine, Florida, Kentucky, Southwest
Louisiana, host Northeast Louisiana, Maryland,
Florida State, Illinois and Arkansas-Little Rock.
"We're going to be awful disappointed if we
don't get invited after as good a season as we've
had this year," Purcell said. "But we won't know
for sure until Tuesday or Wednesday at the latest
if we've gotten a bid."

a
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MHS Lady Tiger netters halt
Lone Oak's winning streak
Murray High's Lady
Tiger tennis team ended
Lone Oak's 50-match
winning streak Friday
when they upended the
Purple Flash girls, 5-4.
The MHS boys remained undefeated by
also beating the hosts,
5-4.
The Lady Tigers, now
6-1, won three singles
matches then switched
their usual doubles
lineup to win two of
three matches there.
The boys match came
down to the doubles
competition between the
Murray team of John
Mark Hall-Mike Wilkins
and Chris Dallas-Troy
Duncan.
According to MHS
Coach Jerry Shelton. his
No.2 doubles learn won
the match for the
Tigers.
"The pressure was on

them and they pulled it
through for us. A lot of
times we tend to
overlook the guys down
the lineup because we
expect so much out of
Robert Stout and Shawn
Parker. But these guys
(Hall and Wilkins) won
the match we had to
have and they deserve
the credit for this win,"
Shelton said.
Girls
Jackson lost to Thweatt, 8-3;
Oakley 4. Shannon,3-0; Hogancarnp
lost to Whaley, 6-5, Foster d. Aiken.
8-5; Greene d. Brantley, 3-4; Carr
lost to Beasley. 6-3, DOUBLES —
Jackson-Oakley lost to ThweattShannon, 3-2: Hogancamp-Greene d
Whaley-Alken. 8-5; Foster-Carr d
Beasley-BranUey, 114
Bays
Stout d Simmons. 3-4. Parker d
Prince. 8-5: Wilkins d. Dallas, 8-6;
Whitaker lost to **mood,8-4; ICedly
lost to Duncan. 6-5; Hall lost
tleb
r to Edwards, II-3.
DOUBLES — Stout-t'arker dr
Simmone-Prtace, 84; Wilitins•Hall
d . Dallas-Duncan. 8-4; Kelly Whitaker lost to Edwards-Harwood,
3-2
•
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Gold upsets Blue,30-28, in MSU scrimmage

BUSTIN'LOOSE — Running back Glenn Gregory (40) of Memphis,Tenn.,
breaks a tackle to gain a few of his 134 total yards forthe Blue team in the annual Murray State Blue-Gold intrasquad scrimmage Saturday. Although the
Blues lost. 30-28. Gregory led all rushers with 15 carries — his longest covering 69 yards.
Photo by David Tuck

An upstart Gold squad a bit of devious
upended the favored maneuvering.
80-23, with --a
The- winning play
razzle-dazzle touchdown developed with receiv
er
pass in the fourth Chuck Cumm
ings
quarter of Saturday's hiding on the
sidelines
Murky State spring and stepping
into play
drill finale.
only seconds before the
The annual Blue-Gold ball was snapped.
He
contest at Stewart then streaked for
the
Stadium pitted the first- post and snagged
Aaron
team Blue squad Dearmitt's pass to
cornagainst the best of the plete an 84-yard
scoring
rest of the-- Racer play with 3:20 showin
g
squadron. The im- on the clock.
balance in talent and exThe TD toss almost
perience. was made up overshadowed the
exin points as the Gold cellent running
perforteam 'was spotted 24 mance of sopho
more
digits before the game Glen Gregory who gainever stjarted.
ed 134 yards on 15 carDespite the lopsided ries for the Blue
team.
advantage, the Blue His longest of the
day
team racked up 20 was a 69 yard
scamper.
second-quarter points Bird was the next
-best
on three Bill Bird rusher with 44
total
touchdowns. Bird,a red- yards and Carlos
Warshirted freshman, ford led the Gold
team
scored twice from two with 32 yards
on six
yards away and once attempts.
from three yards out to
-Kevin Sisk completed
make the halftime score 12 of 22 passes to lead
24-20 with a definite the Blue team with 229
Blue tint to the yards through the air.
scrimmage.
He also picked up 27
The second half saw yards on the ground.
both teams go scoreless
Tim Herndon led all
until Kevin Sisk hit defenders with nine
Byron Hueston with a tackles for the Gold
20-yard toss with 7:52 while Kerry Stepter
left in the game. Bird (Gold) and Dan Colran in his second con- eman (Blue) each had
version of the day to six tackles for the day.
give the Blues their only
edge of the contest,
28-24.
But the Gold team
was"unriqiinted by the
A victory and a sesteady Blue advance
throughout the • scrim- cond place won the
mage and retaliated Outstanding lipunner
with lightning speed and trophy for Murray
State's William Jordan
at the annual Twilight
Invitational Track Meet
at Stewart Stadium
Saturday.
'
Rozier and White. And
Jordan won the 154Xi
they also liked offensive meter run with a 3:51.11
tackle Adickes.
clocking, then took seThat ripple effect will cond place in the 800
pertain throughoukht meter race with a time
the draft and it may of 1:50.96.
have a bit of a reverse
The Outstanding Field
ripple on the USFL.
Event Winner was EdThe Giants, for exam- die Lloyd, competing
ple, may find the offen- unattached, as he Won
sive lineman they need the triple jump with a
In the USFL — they are 51-10 effort — the only
actively pursuing tackle record set in the meet.
Chris Godfrey of the
Michigan Panthers.
With Rozier gone, the
top running back appears to be Furman's
Stanford Jennings,
rated a late first-round
choice at best.

NEW YORK (AP) —
If you want to know
what the United States
Football League has
meant to this year's National Football League
draft, you only have to
consider -the plight'of
Miami Dolphins' Coach
Don Shula.
"We need
linebackers,
linebaCkers and more
linebackers," says
Shula, whose team picks
26th in the first round of
Tuesday's draft.
"The good thing is the
guys we're looking at
are all there. The bad
thing is that since the
USFL has signed good
players at other positions, teams that norMelly wouldn't have
selected a linebacker
may pick one now."
The NFL draft starts
at 8 a.m. at the Omni
•
••••
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Goo AGE"
We'd like to have the opportunity to show you what we
mean with quality protection and service Call us
todZi

URDOM
THURMAN
AND
McNUTT
Dan

McNutt
Sou th side
Court Sq.
7534451

State Auto
Insurance
Companies

Park Hotel here and will Smith of Grambling,
be a one-day affair, with who might well -have
12 rounds continuing on been in the top 10.
into the early hours of
That has left Irving
Wednesday morning.
Fryar as the first selecBut a lot of the stars tion, which will be made
are gone — perhaps nine official at 8 sharp by the
who would have been New England Patriots,
first-round draft choices who have already signin the 28-team NFL and ed the Nebraska wide
another 30 or so of the receiver. Then the
100 top-rated players in Houston Oilers, with the
the class of 1984 have second choice will pick
been signed by the Fryar's teammate,
USFL.
guard Dean
They include quarter- Steinkuhler, with whom
back Steve Young of they have reached
Brigham Young, agreement.
Nebraska running back
Those two picks have
Mike Rozier, the already disrupted the
Heisman Trophy win- plans of the New York
ner, and defensive Giants, who pick third.
tackle Reggie White of They would have been
Pipes
Tennessee, all of whom happy with either
Accessories.
might have been the Steinkuhler or Fryar,
15 Blends of
NFL's first ehoice; plus one of whom probably
Pipe Tobacco
offensive tackle Mark would have, been
The Smoke Shoppe
A(I1Ckes of -Baylor and "availableliad the USFL
614 S. 4th ST.
defensive end Robert not siphoned off Young.
Murray, Fain Ins.

AUTO
LAUNDRY
The Professional Tooth

Open Mon. thru Thurs.
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Open Fri. & Sat
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Closed
Sunday

Major League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Baltimore 6, Texas 1
WEST DIVISION
EAST DIVISION
— Milwaukee 8 New York 0
Los Angeles
16
8
667 W
L
Pd. GB
Toronto 6, Kansas City 0
San Diego
15
9 .652
Detroit
. 2
900 Sondres Games
Cincinnati
10
13
435
51
,
Toronto
13
9
591
Detroit 6 Clevela.nd 1
6 .
Atlanta
9
12
429
Cleveland
10
8
556
7
Baltimore 3. Texas 2
Houston
ti
14
364
7
Milwaukee
9
11
450 9
Chfcago 6 Boston 4
San Francisco 7
15
3is
8
Baltimore
9
13
409 10
Minnesota 5-0. Oakland 2.3
Saturday's Gawks,
Boston
9
13
409 10
Seattle 9, California 6. 10 innings
81 Louis 6, Montreal 1
New York
• 8
12 .100 10,
New York 6. Milwaukee 5 13
Atlanta 5. Houston 3
WEST DIVISION
Innings
New York 4. Philadelphia 3
Oakland
14
10
583 Toronto at Kansas City pod
Cincinnati 7. San Francisco 6 13
California
14
rain
11
MO
1,9
innings
Seattle
12
10 .545
1
Chicago 7. Pittsburgh 1
Minnesota
11
IS
455
3
NATIONAL LEAGUE
San Diego 5. Los Angeles 1
Kansas City
A
11
.421
34
EAST DIVISION
Sunders Games ,
Texas
8
14
364
5
W - L - Pd
Montreal 6. St. Louts 2
GB
Chicago
12
7
13
8
350 5
Chicago
600 _
Cincinnati 8-7, San Francla99,1,3_
Saturdays Games
New York
12
8
900 - — New York 6.-Philadelphia 2
Detroit ti. Uevaland 2
Phitadelphia 97 --9-'TM
Chleago 2. IntisEurgh 1
',I
Boston 8, Chicago 7
Montreal
Los Angeles 6. San Diego 0
11
10
524
14
Oakland 7. Minnesota 0
- 'St Louts
10
Houston 8, Atlanta 5
12
455
3
California 10, Seattle
....... h•
. _..../
_.Ptttablirg
..._...1Z. _ 368 .4,....
..
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Pro Basketball Playoffs
NBA Playoff Glance
Conference Semifinals
(Best of Seven)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Boston vs New York
Sunday. Apnl 29
Boston vi
ne:m.1d
r), New
ayY
.ktay
ork 2
92 Boston
leads series 1-0
New York at Boston
Friday, May a
Boston at New York
Milwaukee vs. New Jersey
Sunday, April 29
New Jersey 106, Milwaukee 100.
New Jersey leads series 1-0
Tuesday. May 1
New Jersey at Milwaukee

Thursday, May 3
Milwaukee at New Jersey
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Los Angeles vs. Dallas
Saturday. April 28
Los Angeles 134. Dallas 91 Los
Angeles leads series 1-0
Tuesday, May I
Dallas at Los Angeles
Friday, Mary 4
I,os Angeles at Dallas TBA
Utah vs_ Phoenix
Sunday. April 29
Utah 106, Phoenix 95. 'tan leads
series 1-0
Wednesday. May 2
Phoenix at Utah
Fnday. Mary 4
Utah at Phoenix

National Hockey League
Playoffs At A Glance
Conference Championships
(Best of Seven)
Wales Conference
Saturday. April 28
N Y Islanders 5. Montreal
.e.
Montreal leads series 2 1
Tuesday, May 1
Montreal at N Y Islanders
Thursday, May 3
N Y Islanders at Montreal
Campbell Conference
Saturday. April 28
Edmonton 8 Minnesota 5 Edmonton leads series 3-0
Tuesday. May I
Edmonton at Minnesota
Thursday. May 3
Minnesota at Edmonton

USFL Standings, Results
United States Football League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic
I. T Pd PF
O
Philadelphia
poo 257
9
1
New Jersey
8 2 O
.800 239
Pittsburgh
200 161
2 8 •
VVashIngton
1
9
O
100 139
Southern
Birmingham
9
1
0
900 293
New Orleans
7
3 0
700 219
Tampe Bel% 4..
.209 247
Jacksonville
0
400 213
Memphis
•
3 7 0
300 157
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central
Houston
6
3 0
687 294
Michigan
6 4 0
600 246
Oklahoma
6 4
600 153
Chicago
3 7 0 .300 222
San Antonio
3 7
. 0 .300 128
Pittik
Denver
7
3 0
700 223
Arizona
4 6 0
400 259

Los Angeles
Oakland
PA
115
155
Iss
292
146
211
199
202
250

235
211
228
263
170
212
175

•

3 6 0 .333
1
9 0 , 100
Saturday's Games
Tampa Bay 37, Washington 114
San Antonio 24. Arizona 23
Sunday's Games
Birmingham 31. Denver 14
Oakland 17. Chicago 13
New Jersey 31. Michigan 21
Monday's Game
Los Angeles at_Houslon

Philadelphia at Birmingham
Saturday. May 5
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles
Denver at Oakland
Tampa Bay at Jacksonville
Sunday. May 6
Chicago at San Antonio `
Oklahoma at New Jersey
Houston at Michigan
Memphis at Washington
Monday, May 7
Arizona at New Orleans

•

Bldg.

Seep Stop
WATERPROOFING MATERIAL
For, Concrete or Concrete BlocksUses: Basements, Block Buildings, Cellars, Watertanks,
Fish Bait Tanks, Pools, Fountains

Existing Problems • New Construction
Interior • Exterior • Above or Below Ground

EASY TO APPLY!
Now Available at:

Why are these extra minutes
so important to your vision?

Murray Lumber Co.
104 Maple, Murray, Ky. 42071
753-3161
•iiiereolvis

The personal attention you enjoy at Southern
Optical is
more than just a, courtesy. Proper fit is a critica factor
l
in
how well your_prescription works,-1-ielping you select
the
right frames anclmaking careful measurements to
position
the lenses' optical centers perfectly takes a little
extra
time So does custom -fitting the finished pair until
they
rest at exactly the right angle to your line of vision,
and feel
so comfortable you hardly know you have them on
When you're with one of our opticians. you'll
get all the
individual attention-the finest eyecare
demands. And
when that makes you feel More confident and at
ease— like
you're the only customer in the store—that's anoth
er
special advantage of the extra minutes Southern
Optical
spends with you

tevoliftewl•

••

Touching an electrical
power line will give you the shock of
your life - possibly the last. Never touch
power lines with your hands, your oody,•or
anything else. Don't put your life on the line.

r
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Briefly

USFL causes havoc with latest NFL draft

MO_NI)A1', APRIL _30, 1984
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Your real value in better vision.
Lyewear • Contact Lenses
Olympic Plaza hopp.ng
14i0Nwliy-651 North
53-042g
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Emergency Agricultural Credit Act
causes change in farm loan process
_

...............••••••••••••••••••L
'
••••••••ll

The limit for
T h e B.Jakr_IL.tilra.„_/ilty 30. 1983. Kentucky
Agricultural Credit Act has already designated guaranteed operating
of 1984, passed by Con- _ 115 atheir 120 counties loans was raised to
gress last week and eligible for FmHA $400,000 front $200,000.
signed intolaw by Presi- emergency loans. The This applies to new
dent Reagan last week, new law also expands loans, Seaton said.
makes major and im- the opportunity to apply
For operating, farm
mediate changes in'the for emergency loans by ownership and disaster
U.S Department of two months — from six emergency direct loans
Agriculture's farm loan to eight months follow- that are deferred, conprograms administered ing designation by the solidated, rescheduled
by the Farmers Home Secretary of or reamortized, the inAtimin,istration Agriculture.
terest rate will be set at
(FmHA).
Seaton said another the original note rate, or
The new law extends provision in the law may the rate in effect at the
benefits to financially result in opening up time the loan is changstressed farmers who loans already made. It' ed: whichever is lower.
were unable to qualify would base the value of
Other -changes
for them under previous assets used as collateral include:
- law.
The law restates an
in emergency loans on
. Most immediately af- the higher of either their existing requirement
fected, said FmHA Ken- value on the day before that 20 percent of
_ tucky State Director, the governor of the state operating and ownerKendall Seaton, are the involved requested the- _ship loan_funds be allotdisaster emergency and emergency designation, ted to limited resource
regular farm operating or their value. one year borrowers. However,
loan programs.
before that dhte. This „recognizing that this
The law opens the provision also applies to may be possible in
disaster emergency disasters occurring every state, those state
loan program -to after May 34, 1983.
offices unable to meet
qualified farmers in any
Fr -operating loans, the 20 percent goal for
county bordering a the limit for insured — operating loans may use
county designated eligi- or direct — loans for a remaining funds for
ble for emergency loans single borrower was regular operating loans,
resulting from a natural raised to $200,000 from according to a joint condisaster occurring after $100,000.
ference committee

report accompanying
the bill.
A provision for a
study of the feasibility
of permitting delinquent
FmHA farm borrowers
to repay their loans with
earnings from timber
production on land
diverted from crops or
pasture.
A provision that $310
million be made
available for insured
economic emergency
(EE) loans this fiscal
year and any of the $290
million portion not used
for guaranteed EE
loans may also be used
for insured EE loans.
Seaton said instructions on the changes will
bk—sent to EmliA field
offices as soon as possible. When the county offices receive these
regulations, the new
provisions will be implemented. Seaton indicated training sessions will be provided
FmHA personnel on the
new regulations and
how to properly administer the changes.

FUND RAISER — The Murray Optimist Club is donating half the proceeds from the sale of the Game
of Murray to the Murray High football program to use towards a summer football camp. The members
of the MHS football team will be selling the games for $10 each door-to-door on Tuesday, May 1, from
530 p.m. until 8 p.m. Anyone who does not obtain a game at this time and who wants to order one may
do so by calling the high school at 753-5202. Members of the Optimist Club and the MHS football program
in this photo include (from left) Kelly Steely, Steve Rutledge, Coach Mark Brady, Optimist President
Richard %allover. and Head Coach Tony Franklin.
Photo by IticirOrr

MS11 ROTC names Kennedy cadet of year.

-

Cadet Clayton T. Kennedy of Paducah, a
senior computer science
major at Murray State
University, has been
named the outstanding
cadet,of therTrar-in the
Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program at. Murray State
University.
Kennedy, 28, was
awarded the year's
most prestigious honor,

the President's Sabre,
at the annual President's Awards Day program Thursday, April
19. Dr. Kenneth W.
Winte
1h e
presentation. He is dean
of the college of Industry and Technology
which houses the
Department of Military
Science (MS).
Kennedy will be commissioned a second

Paducah.
Presentation of the
President's Sabre
climaxed the recognition program in the Curris Center theatre during which cadets were
honored for individual
achievement in both
general .and cjass-level
categories. .
4
The other awards,
recipients p.nd .guest
presentors were:

lieutenant of armor in a
military ceremony on
campus on Friday, Maj;
11. He will be stationed
with the Army National
Guard 123rd armor battalion in Paducah.
The Presidenn Sabre
recipient must
demonstrate overall
outstandini performance. Kennedy is married to Renita G. Kennedy of 2811 Bradley St.,
IN
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Artcraft Photography

I.K.T. Auto Ports

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

Come See Us...

We'll fix you up
Murray

504 Maple St.

753-4461

(Across from the first Motbodist am*

Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-3

118 South 12st St. 753-0035
Ell
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=====
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Rifle Marksmanship
Award to Pat Spurgin,
Billings, Mont., sponsored by the Murray
Kiwanis Club and
presented by Dr. Harold
Eversmeyer, president
of the local chapter.
ROTC SpOrtsmanship
Award to Rita A. Matthews, Hardinsburg
Route 2, sponsored by
the ROTC‘and presented
by Maj. Gen. (retired)
Benjamin J. Butler,
former commipder of
the Kentuckay 160th division of the Army National Guard. ,
Outstanding Pershing
Rifleman Award to
Greg A. Smith, Utica.
sponsored by the Disabled American Veterans,
chapter 30, Murray: - •
Outstanding Ranger
Award to James R.
Stutter, Madisonville,
sponsored by the United Daughters of the denfederacy, J.N. Williams
Chapter, Murray, and
presented by Mrs.
Gaylord Forrest.
Military History
'Award MS II to Patricia
S. Doyle, Murray Route
6, sponsored by the
Daughters of Founders
arid Patriots of
America. She also
received the General
Military Excellence
Award for an MS II student, sponsored by the
Military Order of World
Wars.
Society of the War of
1812 Award to Todd L.
Smith, Mayfield Route

Kenlake Kentucky
Derby Celebration
May 4 & 5
Package For Two —

Service-charge-free checking can be an added benefit
for opening your IRA at Lincoln Feder5)I.

Another Financial Service From the Lincoln Federal Family

Call For
Reservations
474-2211
And Celebrate
Derby With Us At

LINCOLN Esur
•

Se-

AND -LOAN ASSOCIATION'

4101 YIN•

••••••gnaw

$5500

•Friday Night Lodging
•Friday Night "Run For The
Roses" Dance 8:00 p.m. until 12:00 p.m. Featuring band
"Going My Way?"
•Saturday Derby Breakfast Buffet - Serving 7:00 a.m. until
11:00 a.m. Bacon, Sausage,
Country Ham, Scrambled
Eggs, Hashbrown Potatoes,
Cream Gravey, Red Eye
Gravey, Grits, Toast &
Biscuits, Frozen Fruit Bowl,
Assorted Juices, Assorted
Cereals, Coffee.,
•Dance Only $15.00 Per
Couple

We offer a choice of plans to better serve your
needs.. .-and IRA interest is compounded daily.

•••••••••

Or hump Immo is SWIM

. Murray 759-1234
.1300 Johnson Blvd.
. Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1.800-292-4561

KENLAKE STATE
RESORT PARK
Aurora, Ky.

•

,• •

Awards, all sponsored
by the Department of
the Army, also went to
Anthony W. Potts MS II,
Mayfield; Francisco J.
Jobson MS III, Jacksonville, Fla.; and Dan T.
Harrison MS IV, Almo.
Faculty members in
the military science
department were also •
recognized. LTC
Darnell A. McFerrop_
department chairman,
was presented with a
plaque in appreciation
for his. service at Murray State. McFerron
has been named the
senior army adviser to
the state of Missouri adjutant'general. He. will
begin his duties in Springfield, Mo., in June.
McFerron has been at
Murray State for two
years and previously
served on the campus
from 1976 to 1979. His
new assignment also includes a promotion to
full colonel.
Master Sgt. Karl 0.
Martin, senior enlisted
Instructor in the department who is retiring
with 27 years of military
service, was also
presented with an appreciation plaque. Martin, Murray Route 1: has-been at Murray. State
since 1979.

Tennessee wildlife commission
may limit commercial fishing
•••

You may qualify for a $2,000 deduction on your
income tax return when you open an Individual
etirement Account.

FEDERAL SAVINGS

1, sponsored by the World and presented by
society. Smith also Tim Scruggs.
received the Scholastic
Leadership MS II to
Excellence Award for Thomas L. Payne,
MS II students, spon- Louisville, sponsored by
sored by the Murray the mayor of Murray.
Leaderships MS III to
Lions Club and
presented by Richard Kerry L. Lester, Benton
Route 5, sponsored by
Jones, president.
the
El 'Tigre Award to the Association
Charles, H. Fooks, Ben- United States'Armyand
ton Route 6, sponsored presented by Ray D.
by the American Thompson, president of
Veterans of World War the Kentucky and Tennessee chapter. Lester
, Outstanding Summer also received the Armed
Camp Performance MS Forces CommunicaIV to John A. Lee, tions and Electronics_
Paducah, sponsored by Association Award.
Leadership MS IV to
the ROTC.
Scholastic Excellence Michael J. Fayette,
Award MS I to Todd sponsored by the
Dzurny, Golcondo, Ill., Veterans of Foreign
sponsored by the Rotary Wars, Calloway County
Club.' Dzurny also post no. 5638.
General Military Exreceived the Superior
Caded Award MS I spon- cellence MS I to David
R. Hendricks,
sored by the ROTC.
Scholastic Excellence Hopkinsville, slponsored
MS II to Anita C. Jenke, by the Sons of the
Madisonville,. sponsored American Revolution.
General Military Exby the Civitan Club and
presented by Willis cellence MS III to
Johnson, president of Michael L. Fears,
Hopkinsville, sponsored
the Murray chapter.
Scholastic Excellence by the ROTC.
General Military ExMS IV to John M.
Thompson, Cadiz, spon- cellence MS IV to Kent
sored by Post 26 of the C. Curtsinger, Fancy
Farm, sponsored by
American Legion.
Retired Officers Post 28 ofthe AmericanAssociation Medal to Legion.
Superior Cadet
Jeffrey W. Stevens,
Paducah Route 12, sponsored by the
association.
Leadership Award MS
.1 to Lee P. Denies,
TIPTONVILLE,
Elkton, sponsored by
the Woodmen of the Tenn. (AP) — The Ten-

474-2211

nessee Wildlife
Resources Commission
is considering proposals
that would limit commercial fishing and the
number of duck blinds
on Reelfoot Lake in northwest Tennessee, officials say.
At a meeting here Friday, the commission's
staff put forth two proposals for limiting commercial fishing — mostly for crappie. One idea
is for all commercially
sold crappie to be tagged by contractors who
would collect a fee for
the state, staff members
said.
An alternate idea
would be a quota of
30,000 pounds of crappie
for commercial
fishermen in any one
season. When that limit
is reached, commercial
fishing would end for the
year, the commission
said.
The proposals drew
fire from some citizens
attending the meeting,
who said jobs would be
lost in an area already
suffering from high
unemployment.
Some also objected to
a plan that would limit
duck blinds to one per
person; current regulations :let no limit. They
said the plan would hurt
resort owner‘who rentthe blinds.
The commission approved a resolution urging the Terrriesilee
Valley Authority to
aerate watei discharges
from its dams -to
stimulate fish and
wildlift-growth.
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FFA SECOND PLACE ALL-EVENTS
TROPHY 7 The Calloway County High School
chapter of the Future Farmers of America
(FFA) won the second place all-events trophy at
the 32nd annual FFA Field Day at Murray State
University on Friday,'April 20. Calloway, which
had won first place for three years through 1982,
finished the 1984 competition with 4,018 behind
Fancy Farm's first place score of 4,143. Larry
Gilbert and Jamie Potts are the chapter advisers. A total of 1,410 students from FFA
chapters at 40 different schools In Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana and Tennessee participated in the
competition.
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Advice given for raising crispy peppers
Many gardeners have
difficulty raising big,
crispy green and red
peppers., Arthur J.
Pratt, a retired professor of vegetable
crops at the New York
State College of
Agriculture and Life
Science at Cornell, says
you can increase pepper
yield dramatleally.
• V egeta.ble growers,.he
says, can increase pepper production to about
2,000 bushels an acre,
seven to 10 times the
average yield in northern states, generally
only 200 to 300 bushels
an acre. Florida and
California, with long
growing seasons atid
lots of sunshine,
dominate the nation's
pepper production. High

shipping costs boost
prices northirn consumers pay.
Based on his expe ri'tents, Professor
Pratt presents his plan
for prolific pepper
production:
Use micromist irrigation, establish the crop
early in the season, set
out more plants per
acre, use black - Mastic
mulch to control weeds
and erect clear plastic.
tunnels over plants until
danger of spring frost is
'past.
Also, select the right
varieties. Pratt recommends Green Boy, Lady
Bell, and New Ace. He
prefers hybrids to open
pollinated varieties.
He urges setting out
plants by May 1 in the

northeast, with more
Cover the field with
plants per acre than four-foot wide strips of
currenUy, spaced 12 in- black plastic mulch,
ches apart in twin rows leaving 12 inches bet15-18 inches apart.
ween strips, immediateFor fertilizer, Pratt ly after preparing the
recommends 450 pounds soil.
of nitrogen, 175 pounds
Pratt found that
of phosphorus, 825 micromist irrigation
pounqs 'of potash, and cdoled plants on hot,
145 pounds of sunny afternoons,
magnesium per acre. reducing sunscald on
All. etrept half of The fruit'. If micromist irnitrogen, should be rigation is used, ,the
worked into the soil plastic pipe must be put
before planting. While on top of the mulch right
applying the fertilizer, after setting in the
don't compact soil with plants.
heavy equipment.
Peppers, he advises,
Weed control is im- are highly sensitive to a
portant, Pratt says, lack of water as well as
noting that the black too much water. If the
plastic suppresses weed leaves will on a very
growth while making sunny afternoon, turn on
soil moisture available the irrigation system at
to the crop.
'bnce. An inch of water

weekly is sufficient.
"Wilting can cause
blossoms to- drop and
will result in many
small fruit," Pratt
warned,. "Allowing
leaves to wilt even once
during the season will
make the fruit susceptible to sunscald and
blossom-end rot."
Too. much wa,ter_
cause leaves to yellow,
affecting the yield.
Immediately after
each picking, Pratt advised, spray plants with
insecticides and
fungicides for insect and
disease control. -- —
Offered as a "new
concept" in home
gardening to help control weeds among
vegetables and flowers
is "Weed Block," a

woven ground cover
designed to promote
faster, more vigorous
growth.
Weed Block is from
Easy Gardener, Box 147
Waco, TX 76703.
Till and fertilize your
garden, unfold Block,
anchor edges with small
rocks or by burying
-edges under soil - Make
small slits or cut circular openings with
knife where you want to
plant seeds or plants
———
4-Any queries about
gardening problems
must be accompanied
by a stamped, selfaddressed envelope
———

•••

are involved.
Soil tests, you must
realize, give only information about the fertilizer (PH) needs of
soil, not other factors
that influence plant
growth. These include
soll-drainage,insect ark
disease presence. If a
soil test does not reveal
the cause of past poor
growth, causes other
than fertility should be
investigated.
Irrtaking soil samples
for testing, use a clean
pail and spade. Dig out a
spade full of soil and
scrape off the top soil
from the back of the
hole. Then cut from the
back of the hole a slice
of soil six to seven inches deep and even in
thickness when the soil
is not excessively wet.
Repeat in several areas.
Mix these slices
thoroughly in a bucket,
remove a pint or so of
soil and get it to the lab.
For larger areas, or
.where the soil plant
growth seems varied,
more than • one sample
should be taken.
--Roses are emerging
from dormancy in most
areas, and the threat of
rose blackspot, perhaps

that plant's most
widespread disease, is
renewed. Don't wait until you see black spots as
the plants leaf out.
Spray with a fungicide
weekly at leaf-out in wet
Av_eather and every two
weeks in dry periods.
Among fungicides
recommended for
blackspot control are
Benlqte (benomyl),
Phalta.n (folpet), and
Funginex (triforine).
Avoid overhead
spraying to help control
blackspot, plant roses in
an area with good soil
drainage and ventilation and avoid shady
spots among dense
plants. Prune to open
bush centers and improve their air circulation, and keep the bed
clean.
The first sign of the
disease is black spots. If
the fungus is permitted
to progress, infected
leaves yellow and fall
early, often defoliating
bushes. Check your
plants. Some varieties
are more susceptible to
blackspot than others.
--A new "Pot-It Perfect" system is being offered to help potted plants grow better.
•

Southern States

It includes two mesh
webbing elements, one
called "Air Drain" for
inside individual pots
(substituting for ,stones
at the bottom). And the
other outside and under
the pots called "Air
Lift," to help with excess water problems.
The maker, Enkamat
Syste,ms, American
Enka'Co., Enka, NC
28728, says the system
allows proper drainage
and aeration, filters the
water, prevents loss of
soil and nutrients and
bacterial buildup, and
can be cleaned easily.
--(Any queries about
gardening problems

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

must be accompanied
by a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.)

See us for all your
feed, bulk garden
seeds,fertilizer and
pet care needs.

're

Farmers put
idle acres
41,
back to work
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Farmers will spend
an additional $5 billion
in 1984 as they put
millions of idled acres
back to work in the
wake of last year's
drought and government acreage curbs, according to new projec/ions by the Agriculture
Department.

Industrial Road

753-5378

*St,*tit AdIP*,s,v4.11.*-'t*4;

You're going to want some LORSBAN 156
Insecticide. You can prevent cutworms from
damaging your tobacco With LORSBAN 15G.
It's easy to apply. And LORSBAN 156 stays in
the soil to keep protecting your tobacco crop
against cutworms, rain or shine. See Us for
complete details.

sti
At
1983
Sale
Prices

•
D FINANCING
14H
N.. .AVAILABLE
Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusiye hydraulic drive — buy
your Case tractor now during
our Fall Sale and get all you
can oel in tractor performance.

One Of Our Specials...
1% Gal.
Roses, Fruit Trees
Epoxy Lined
and Flower Bulbs
Sprayer

9.8% APR Financing
Availablo
There is a Case tractor to fit
your budget
amoll=4.•
1 amoral,e—ob at ILI
M
amenelis•Ra••
Or
RI*Imre~mat
4418441
1114-1544.45.11
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20% off
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51.414
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McKee! Egoipmost Co.
MUM%•
P•114/C*1.1

sas Iowan
MIA St

rE.

Read the complete label before using and follow all precautions
and directions Approved for Special Local Need use in Kentucky
Missouri. Ohio, Tennessee Pennsylvania and South Carolina

Hutson's AG
Service
Murray, Ky.
Phone: 753-1933
15G
granUlar .oseCticide
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BUCHANAN FEED & SEED

Easy to Operate...
Easy to own

Many Other Items Reduced!
Industrial Rd.
753-1423

753-3404

Want cutworm
protection for
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,StitOost Stop in.
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Southern States carries a complete line of lawn
and garden fertilizer, vegetable seeds,lawn seed,
chemicals, roses, fruit trees, potted plants,
flowers, lawn and garden tools.
-

9495.

Grain Merchandising

*,4P1(1417k4*

Test soil before planting garden
You will probably be
thinking of expanding
your old garden or
establishing a new one.
You should determine
the fertility level and
acidity of the soil. This
holds true even if you
plan to itaY Nvithin boundaries of Ihe present
garden.
The only way to determine suitability of the
soil is to test it, especially if it hasn't been done
for four or five years. If
you have been gardening for a long time you
may be able to guess
how much fertilizer is
needed, but plant food is
expensive and shouldn't
be wasted. So testing is
worthwhile, especially
for the new gardener.
Take a soil test early,
before laboratories
become inundated with
samples or you are too
busy with spring chores.
Check your county extenSion service for the
nearest testing
facilities. There is a
nominal fee.
Of course, do-ityourself soil testing kits
are available. Professional services will
generally be more accurate and economical
If only a few samples

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT
& SOYBEANS,

:
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1..legai
Colwell
Mortgage
Corporation ' By
Marilyn Green.

Mobile Home, Rt. 9..
NOTICE OF SALE
Box 40 Benton. KY
OF PERSONAL
42025. 1981 Geurdon
PROPERTY AT
Camelot Mobile Rome
PUBLIC AUCTION
Serial -No. 6813 with
IS
NOTICC
and
refrigerator
HEREBY GIVEN by..**:
COIW-eli -Mortgage The proceeds of
Corporation in accorsaid shall be applied
the
with
dance
toward the satisfacUniform Commercial
inthe
of
tion
Code as the holder and
debtedness secured
secured party of that
by said Security
Installment Contract
Agreement which is
and Disclosure State$12,878.36 as of this
("Security
ment
date, plus accrued
exAgreement"
finane charges, atecuted by Geor$e
torney's fees, an.d
Mercer & Barbara '
costs and expenses of
-Mercer--on Oct. 24.-repossession and sale.
1981,_ which _is now- in_ _
Seller reserves the
defaelt, that the proright to bid at said
perty described below
sale: Successful bidwill be publicly ofder shall be obligated
fered for sale and sold
to pay applicable
to the highest bidder,
sales taxes, if any, in
for cash, cashier's
addition to sales price
check or other "good"
at the time of sale.
funds on May-18, 1984
DATED this 23rd
at 10:00 o'clock a.m.
day of April, 1984.
at: Stark's Brothers

LEGAL
NOTICE
FinalSettlement
Of Accounts Has Been
Filed In The Calloway
District Court By
Joyce
Danese
• AdStephens,
ministratrix, Of The
Estate Of Leonard A.Stephens. Sr., Deceased. Exceptions To
This Settlement Must
Be Filed In The
District
Calloway
Court On Or Before
May- 10,- -1.98-4. -The
-Date Of Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement
Of Accounts Has Been
Filed In The Calloway
District Court By
Graves Lampkins,
Executor. Of The •
Estate Of Dewey R.
Lampkins, Deceased.
Exceptions To This
Settlement Must..
Filed In The Calloway
District Court On Or
Before May 10, 1984.
The Date Of Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

PUBLIC NOTICE
A public hearing will be held on
.May 7, 1984 at Murray City
5th and Poplar at 7 p.m., relative
to a Community Development
Block Grant that will be submitted
by the City of Murray, no later than
May 1-5, 1984.
The purpose of this hearing is to
obtain comments from citizens
concerning the amount of funds
available for distribution, eligible
activities, and a proposed applica-'
tion that the City Hall will submit
to •the Kentucky Department of
Local Government.

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement
Of Accounts Has Been
Filed In The Calloway
District Court By
Alberta C. Jones,.Executrix, Of The Estate
Fxceptions
.
_Deceased.

Legal

N. W. 5th St.. Linton,
IN 47441 Executor.
Max W. Parker, CourMurray.
thouse.
Attorney.
Clyde Wayne Bugg,
4, Mayfield, KY
Ruby
Deceased.
Turner,
Rt.
4,
Mayfield, KY Administratrix. Banjamin
Lookofsky,
696,
Box
P.O.
KY
Mayfield,
--Attorney.

To This Settlement
Must Be Filed In The
District
Calloway
Court On Or Before
May 10. 1984, The
Date Of Hearing.
Ann P. Wilshn,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Periodic Settlement01 Accounts Has
Been Filed In The
CillowDIstrict
Court By W.D. Kelley
and Robert Kelley,
Co-Curators, Of The
Estate Of Louise Kelly Clark. Exceptions
To This Settlement
Must Be Filed In The
Calloway - District
Court On Or Before
May 10, 1984, The
Date Of Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
- Circuit Court Clerk

Scott Howard Pritchard, CR Box 155A,
Hamlin, KY Deceased. Donald H. Pritchard, CR Box 155A,
AdHamlin, KY
ministrator. John A.
Gregory, 204 S. 6th,
Murray Attorney.
Milton C. Outland,
Rt. 3, Box 97, Murray,
Deceased. Estelle
Outland, Rt. 3. Box 97,
Murray, Executrix.
Ricky A. Lamkin, 201
S.
5th,
Murray
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
Following
The
-Estate Fiduciary ApHave
pointments
Been Made In The
-Ciailoway- -D4-strict
Court. All Claims
Against These Estates
Shodld Be Filed With
Tlie Fiduciary Within
Six Months Of Date Of
Qualification.
Vida Wiley Protor.
.610 Broad St., Murray, Deceased. Betty
' J. Ferrell, 305-A N.
7th, Murray, Administratrix. Richard
W. Jones. 105 N. 6th,
Murray, Attorney.
Ira B. Taylor, Rt.-2.
- Deceiteo-d. Wallace B. Taylor.820
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Notice

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry wNI be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Bulck
FLIPPENS Hillbilly
Barn, (Old Bldg.) for
sale to be moved. Bids
are being accepted. Call
753-8214 before 6p.m'.
GLASS Work. All kinds
of glass and glass
replacement work,
store fronts, auto glass,
storm windows and
doors repaired, patio
door, glass mirrors and
plap and window glass.
M and G Glass, Building
16, Dixieland Center,
753-0180.
GLIDDEN Spread Wail
paint. $6.99 per gallon
for white and stock
colors. Over 1,000 colors
available. Color extra.
Blacks Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th St.
MORE US for white .
oak logs and heading
bolts. Haul to Independeant Stave
Company, Wingo, Ken5
tucky,1TL328-8584.

Sealed bids will.
be accepted for
the upkeep of
Hill
Temple
Cemetery
through May 5
.1984.
Bids may be given
to John Grogan.
Bob Nanny or Kenton .W.00dall.

Acres Nursery now has tomatoes.
peppers and bedding
plants. Open 9-5,
Mon.-Sat. 753-3619. 901
North Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Train To Drive
TRACTORS TRAILERS
Call the leader
MTA SCHOOL

I

•

-Pear Sweetheart,
Po you ever
think of me?

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

-

z1•• wAl.eir
zeiN

AREN'T YOU
COMING?

NEY, GARFIELD!
ARE YOU READY TO
GO PLAY GOLF?

LU
LL.

ON SECOND
THOUGHT, I
11-IINK IV RATHER
STAY IN THE ROOM
AND WATCH THESINK BACKUP

LÀ

^

EVERYONE
AROUND

WERE I
51-10RVI

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
3. Card of Thanks
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express
my sincere thanks
to all the people
who helped Hilton
and I through the
last 27 months.
With your help it
made our misfortunes much easier
to bear.
Again thank you
for your prayers,
cards,
visits,
thoughts
flowers, '
telephone
and
'calls. Hilton appreciated them so
much and may God
bless each of you.
Ruby Hale

10. Business Opportunity
M NIATURE Golf
Courses. Outdoors. Indoors. Excellent
Financing. Immediate
Installation. Minimum
$4,900. MINLGOLF, 202
Bridge Street, Jessup,
PA 18434. (717) 489-8623.
OPEN a Beautiful
Jeans, Sportswear or
Children's Shop. FREE
BROCHURE. Top
Brands! Low prices!
$13,975 to $17,975 to
completely set you up.
Call 1-404-469-4438. 'TAXIDERMY: Class
and training to begin
June 5th. Deadline for
application and fee is
May 20th. For course
outline and -application call or write: Dickie's
Taxidermy, Rt. 4, Box
278 1/2, Paris, Tenn.
- -38242-901-042-5104.

&

)L121-1-

IT'S SAPEP
TO JUST LEAVE THEM
ALONE

,
V_Amine
THEY LEFT ME**DRUSSEP.,
AT THEME, WATERHOL.E.,
TO BE EATEN SY CR0C5
OR BIG CAT9 OR
TRAMPLE-0 Eh'
ELEPHANTS!

I'M HOPING 10 BELIEVE
HIM"TO PROVE THI5
AUTHENTIC"THE REAL
!
TREASURE

Ass.
SafetyUNiTED
Part time opportunity
$100-$170 a week. 10-15
hre./week. Call collect
.fitatatarview 642-4644..
•

19. Farm Equipment
135 liiLF. Dlese w
plow, disc and cultivator. 265 M.F. Diesel
w.low. disc and
cultivator. 12 h.p. M.F.
Lawn Mower, electric
start. 489-2110.
EAR'17-1NNA, Precision
Garden Seeder. Plants
28 different vegetable
seeds. $38.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
MASSEY Ferguson a
model, A-1 shape, selF
with equipment or.
without. 753-6459.
REAR Tine Tillers,
Briggs Statton engine, 3
forward speeds and
reverse. 5 h.p. $529.99, 8
h.p. $829.99. Front Tine
TiUer, 5 h.p. chaine
drive, $279.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris,'Tn.
22

Musical

STEREO Record
Player with radio combination. 80 records.
$75. Lawn Boy Electric
Mower,-$50. 753.0479.
23. Exterminating

14. Want to Buy
LATE model outboard
motor preferrably 115
Mercury. 753-6250.
WANTED to buy: Hardwood timber. Call
753-0338.

Call Your
Local Professionals

15. Articles for Sale
753-0414
Murray's only Home
owned and operated
Pest Control Service.
Free Inspection and
Estimates

4-Sale
Good solid treated
railroad ties $9.00
*HOW
753-2905
435-4319 435-4343

24. Miscellaneous

2 PAIRS of drapes.
Green Brocade. Living
room 80x109, dining
room 80x85. Call 7537519.
CAMOUFLAGE Army
pants for men and boys.
Army boots. Jerry's
Sporting Goods, 6th and
Walnut. Mayfield. 2474704.
FRIGIDAIRE chest
type freezer, 2 years
old, $150 or will trade
for good used washer
and dryer. Can be seen
at A-14 Fox Mead6ws
Trailer Ct.
QUASAR Video Recorder with remote
control. $8 /week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595. SPEED Queen Washing
Machine, needs repair.
$25 or best offer. 7533711.
MINI Washer-Dryer.
Wired for 110 volt, very
good condition, Call
753-8964 after 5p.m. or
leave message anytime.

6. Help Wanted
E of service to
families with children
right here in Murray.
Flexible hours and
guaranteed income.
Call 753-0977 for
interview.
LADY to live in with
invalid lady. Room,
board and salary. 7591681.
STUDENT OPPORTUNITY. Want to earn money
based on personel worth?
Last summer 1000
students in college program earned an average
of 8280 per week. Phone
443-6460, between 8 and 10
AM for appointment.
NOW Hiring Trucr
'Drivers. No experience
• necessary. 35,000 to
40,000 year possible.
For info call 219-932-1003
also open evenings.
r'ROCESS MAIL! $75
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
time. Start immediately. Details send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41.
Box 9014, Stuart, FL.
33495.
ThJ the NEW AVONetriqg opportunity said •-•
earn $250 to $ 500 .
weekly. 753-0232

rt

3

.
0

10 PIEck; I'll Group,
rust color, $500. King
size bed, $175. Call
759-4541.
5" QUASAR Color
Console TV., $8/week.
Rudolph Goodyear. 7.
0595.

5. Lost and Found
LOST Wed. (04-25).
small white Cocker with
buff ear and spots.
Vincity 13th and Poplar.
Please return. Reward'
753-7522.

W(

2
0

I WILL babysit, in my
home. Located in Coldwater. References and
experience. 489-2287.
WILL babysit in my
home. East Calloway
School District,
438-2106.
WILL babysit in my
home. Days and afternoons. 641 Hwy. in
Hazel. 492-8888.
WITH pldw and disk
gardens at reasonable
rates. Call 759-4107.

16. Home Furnishings

Cryts Used
Office Furniture
1016 Jefferson
Paducah
442-4302
NEW SHIPMENT
Desk, chairs and files
We now have electric
adding
typewriters,
machines, folding tables.
bookcases. Print files, two
drawer and four drawer file
cabinets

Used but nice
Open Mon.-Sat.

16

I'M A LITTLE
YOU'RE
SHORT THIS MONTH, ALWAYS
SARGE, CAN YOU
SHORT
LEND ME #5?

:Jar ZZ
'THEY SAY

16. Home Furnishings

a

Call 753.3711

--I GUESS IT DOES
SOUND LIKE A
FIRE DRILL WHEN
I SLOW MY NOSE!

9. Situation Wanted

502-554-0733
or 502-589-6123.

BARGAIN BATTERIES
SI5 W Exchange

ited Feature Syndic

•

e_g

.L

CRYTS
USED OFFICE
FURNITURE
Wood or metal desks Ex
ecutive or Secretarial
Chairs, Tables, files.
cabinets,
storage
bookcases, conference
tables, part cabinets and
much more

Used but nice!
1016 Jefferson St.
Paducah, Ky.•
301-442-4302

A-1 Firewood, 825/rick
deliverell. Nights 4362778.
ALL Wood storage
building. .8812 $795, 8x18
$995. 10x16 $1,195. 12x16
$1,495. 12124 $1,995.
Free delivery within 100
miles. We have a large
selection in stock. Acree
Portable Buildings,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-7831.
DEAUT- Y----Shop
Equipment for sale.
Call after 5p.m.
430-4068.
CLEARY Satellite
System, 10 ft.
fiberglass, $1,550 installed. 11 ft. systems.
$1,700 installed.
438-2835. We service
what we sell.
FOR Sale Washer and
dryer. Ebtide boat and
trailer, 12 ga. shotgun.
All in good condition.
753-8923.
STOCK and Equipment
for small bait and
.tackle store_. Call 4302102.
THREE commerical
glass show cases ,with
mirror on sliding doors,
5'9" long, glass shelves,
$300 each. Call Cadiz
1-522-6174 or 1-522-3340.
TRI-STATE Satellite
Sales. 11 ft. system
_completely installed,
$1,785. We service what
we sell. 901-642-0295. 315
Tyson Ave.. Palqs,
Tenn.
USED copiers, $250. Call
Bill at Howard D Happy
Co, 247-5912, 116 & 118 N
•
7th, Mayfield Ky.
26. TV -Radio

Satellite Antenna
$1449.00
Drake R•ceiv•r, 10'
Heavy Duty Dish Mount
Sales S. Service

CLAYTON'S TV
733-7373
SATELLITE TELEVISION
Installed, sales tax and
labor included. 9 it.
spun dish $1549. 12 ft.
Mesh Star Dish $4995.
WOOD TV
Fulton. Ky. 472-1704

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

70%

OFF EVERYTHING

RE
STARKS
HARDWA
12th & Poplar

NI
CO

SECRETARY - RECEPTIONIST
IN DENTAL OFFICE .
•Involves typing, Filing, Bookkeeping,
Scheduling
and
use
Phone
aimointments„
•A multifaceted job ,wfth a lot of
responsibility
'Enjoys working with and helping
others.
Please send resume to P.O. Box
1040K. Murray.

The
nor
vise
Cets

••••
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TV -Radio

Q2 Apts for Rent
-Re.
mote Control T.V. .2 BR brick duplex, 2
Clayton's T.V. 753-7575.
miles -east of Murray.
$ 16 5 /month,
28. Mobile Homes tor Rent $100/deposit. 753-1566.
ll'OR Rent or sale 12x65 2 BR duplex, 1 bath den
2 BR, 2 bath. See and kitchen, wid
,Brandon Dill, -Dill's hookup. 753-9240.
FURNISHED apts. efTrailer Court.
2 BR with central. air, ficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also
new furniture. Call sleeping rms. Zimmerman Apts., S. 16th
Shady Oaks, 753-5209.
3 BEDROOM trailer for St. 753-6609.
rent. Keniana $150 a ONE bedroom furnished apt. Low
month. Call 436-5364.
TRAILER for rent. utilities. 753-3949.
Brandon DOI, Dill's
33. Rooms for Rent
Trailer Ct.
FOR men students.
30 Business Rentals
Private furnished
COMMERICAL build- rooms with kitchen
ing, 901 Coldwater facility and central air.
Road. Ideal location for Near University. Phone
doctors office or other 436-5479 after"5p.m.
type of business. For 34 Houses for
Rent
more information, call
502.236-2158 nights. 2 BR house near University. Call 753-5992.
Days 502-236-3158.
3 BR, garden spot,
Southwest Elementary
Mini
School District, 4 miles
west of Murray on 94
Warehouse
Hwy. $225/month. No
Storage Space
pets. 75 3 - 4 4 0 6 or
435-4119.
For Rent

REPOSSESSED

•••

753.1492
-38. Pets-Supplies
32. Apts for

Rent

1 AND 2 BR apts. near
downtown Murray. 7534 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 - 6 6 5 0 or
436-2844.
1 BR furnished apt next
to Fairgrounds. No
pets. 753-3139.
1 BR lake front apt. in
Panorama Shores. Appliance furnished.
Lease deposit and references required. 4362484 after 5p.m

PURE-BRED black
Labrador Retriever pups.
ARC Registered. 5-6
weeks old.
753-1292 or
753-8973.
Black Mollies
Scissortails
69 Each
Otter Good 4 18 to 426

PET PEN
1 101 Story Ave
759 1322
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SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
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AIRLINE
CAREERS

Find out If you qualify for our 12.week
training and a career In the AlrlInetTravel
Industry. Join over 1200 Graduates
placed with more than 70 Airlines.

FREE 2-HOUR SEMINAR

Tuesday - May 1
Executive Inn
Riverfront
No. 1 Executive Blvd.
Paducah, KY
7:00 mm.
Interviews scheduled at Seminar

TT

em
ed.
hat
315
is.

Where Airline Careers Begin.'

INTERNATIONAL AIR ACADEMY
Vancouver
St. Louis
Washington I° Missouri

41. Public_

fill

46. Homes for Safe
FOR Full Time Real
Estate Service, Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We currently
have over 160 properties
for sale.
OLDER brick home 2
blocks from MSU. 3 BR,
2 bath, gas heat, extra
large lot. $59,000. 224 S.
15th St. Call for appointment 753-2414.

GARAGE
SALE

Reduced $10,000.
3 BR home near
University. Has living room, dining
room, great room,
eat-in Kitchen,
central heat and
air. Lower lever
has 6 furnished
rooms. Rented to
college students.
Phone 436-5479
after 5 p.m.

1975 CUTLASS, Supreme,
runs excellent, body fair
$1,500 Firm. Call 759-9002
ask for Kevin.
1975 PLYMOUTH,
Sport Suburban Station
Wagon. 8 passenger,
extra clean, no rust.
63.000 miles, p.s.. p.b..
cruise. 400 engine.. Call
753-8374 after 5p.m.
1976 CHEVY, Silver, 350
automatic, tilt, A/C..
AM/FM cassette, 78,000
miles. Excellent condition. $3000 firm. Call 7532208:

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 377.50
Opened
Today
376.00
Down
1.50

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
9.09
Opened
Today
8.93
Down
.16

Compliments of:
GOLD 8. SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7113
We buy Gold, Silver a Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily. 12.5 Sunday

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
World of Sound
222 S. 12th St.

753-5865

And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

153-5131
Calloway Canty
Rescue Squad

153-6952
_ Send
your
packages the easy
way.
Use our convient
service We accept
PS packages for
shipment.

The GO•DOCIIII Illectric arid
cer•
rite aeoler few mies end
service In Murray 00.41i Galloway
OsuiM. SOT Chestnut.

753-8181

COURT'SQUARE'
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square

753-7499

49:
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53. Services Offered
1 9 7 3 CHEVEL -LE FENCE sales at Sears
Laguna. 1 owner. 153- now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
2603
1978 CHEVETTE 4 dr. your needs.
806 Coldwater
1977 Cutlass Brougham GUTTERING by Sears.
with all extras Both Sears continuous gutRoad
cars clean and in excel- ters installed for your
8-5 All Week
specifications. Call
lent condition. 753-8731.
Refrigerators,
1979 BLACK and silver Sears 753-2310 for free
ranges, couches,
Trans Am, automatic, estimate.
odd chairs, tables &
t-top. AM-FM cassette. INSULATION blown in
chairs, glassware,
cruise control, 46,xxx by Sears. TVA ap4 7 . Motorcycles
actual miles. 753.6244 proved. Save on those
fruit jars, horse colhigh heating and coollars, wood stoves
1972 HONDA XL 250 after 5p.m.
ing bills. Call Sears
On/Off Road, excellent 1980 OLDS Cutlass L.S., 753-2310 for
Many other items
free
condition 753-8185 or p.s., p.b., cruise, estimat
es.
AM/FM radio, V-6,
753-7723
.
43. Real Estate
JOE (Sonneyi McKin1972 HONDA 750 with 53,600 miles, 4 door. Call ney Applian
ce Service.
FOR Real Service In windshield, backrest 753-1469 after 5p.m.
Real Estate, Contact and rack, custom seat, 1983 OLDS, Cutlass, All makes and models.
KOPPERUD REALTY, etc. Good condition. Cali& 11000 miles, excel- (Authorized Service on
lent condition Call 759- Montgomery Ward Ap711 Main. We work at $800. 3-247-1902.
pliances). Located at
4986.
your convenience
1973 HONDA 450, $800 or
George Hodge and Son
Phone 753-1222
RED
1977
Trans
Am.
best offer. Four Rally
For information call Used Furniture Store.
Sport wheels. Off 83
753-8506.
492-8727
.
STROUT
Chevrolet Sitverado
LAWN Mower and tiller
TOYOT
A.
1980 Corolla repair.
REALTY
Pickup, $75 cash or best
3 miles south on
Liftback, 5 speed,
offer. Call 759 1417.
121. See Wayne Ken
61,xxx
miles. $3,500. -Wilson
Lou Ann Philpot753-6843
*1977 VW Scirocco, good
, 753-5086.
753-0211.
Wayne Wkson 753-5086
condition, runs good,
LAWN mowing and
Joe L Kennon 436-5676
looks new. 412 B North 50. Used Trucks
maintenance. We are
1912 Coldwater Road
5th Street. 753 5255.
looking -for new re1969
1
1/4
Murray, Kentucky 42071
ton,
JEEP,
4
sidential, commercial
1978 YAMAHA 6 5 0
wheel drive, military rental
1502) 753-0186
and cemetery
Special, low mileage,
ambulance, $600. Call 753- properties.
Anytime
good condition, runs
Go with the
7148.
JOE I. KENNON
professionals. Excellent
good. 412 B North 5th St.
1979
Broker
CHEVY
4x4, full references. Countryside
753 5255.
Licensed & Bonded
power and air, short Nursery, 753-3188.
1981 GS 750L Suzuki,
wheel base.. 24.xxx ac- LEE'S
CARPET
extra nice, $1,600. 753- tual
miles. 759-4641 CLEANING.
Murray's
3643 or 753-6848.
before 5p.m. or see at only profess
ional Car- 45 Farms for Sale
1981 HONDA Silver Krogers. Serio
us pet Cleaning Company
18.5 ACRE, 2 miles east Wing Interstate, 2,700 inquiries only.
with over 12 years
miles.
Must
sell,
make
from Murray on 280.
1979 DODCE Power continuous local service
offer.
437
4171.759-4541.
Wagon, 1 owner. 27,xxx using the most powerfu
l
30 ACRE farm land, 1981 KAWASKI KZ-1100 miles, bright red, with cleaning system made.
Farring
, many extras 4" lift. 15x38.5 tires and Hundreds
Lynn Grove area. 2
of satisfied
chrome spoke Wheels, repeat customers.
ponds, catfish stock. $3,000 1 898-7608
Owner will finance. For 1982 HONDA Goldwing, many extras. Call 753- Licensed and Insured.
information call 753- dressed, wineberry red, 6091 after 4p.m. Would We move the furniture
loaded with chrome, consider trade.
9240.
free. Free estimates, 24
showroom new, 1 ow,.
hour service, 753-5827.
51.
46. Homes for Sale
Campers
ner. Only 3,800 miles.
1978 CAMPER, sleeps
3 YEAR old brick, 3 BR, After 5p.m 502-247-0317
PAIN ING
six, air and awning.
2 bath, 30 ft. living
48.
Amto
Servic
es
Excellent condition.
room, family room,
utility room, attached GOOD Reconditioned 753-5436.
INTERIOR
garage, paved drive
11 Auto, B-atteries, 26 FT. camper, good
EXTERIOR
appliances. OR' 121 guaranteed! $15 e`x- condition. $1,700. 489PAINT
ING
North. $42,000. 489-2880.
2365 or 759-4580.
change. Call 753-3711.
8.
ASSUMABLE VA loan. IMPORT Auto Salvage. CAMPER Trailer with
WALLPAPERING
Fixed 114 percent in- ,New and used Parts and factory air, awning and
terest. 7 room brick. service at reasonable in excellent condition.
DAY.
Fenced yard. - Call ow- -prices.'Call
Call 753-1966°ner, 753-7217.
5 2 Boats -Motors
49 . Used Cars

(Clip This Ad From The Paper

TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbi
or electric, then
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering servic
provided.

MONDAV, APRIL 30, 1984

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aletraionne end Vinyl
Custom trim
work. Reforests's.
Cell WIN Ed Beaky,
753-0619.

'LEE'S CARPET
(LEANING
Free Estimates
Vibra steam or
Quick •
Dry Claming.
Upholstery _Cleaning
753-511p

Police
911
Read
The
Classified
Section
For
Bargains
Everyday

Poison
Control
753-7588

_
53 Servicss - -Offered • - 53. Services 'Offered
53. Sereicii Offered
LICENSED Electrician
WILL haul white rock,
We have special
for residential and
packages for Tiny
commercial_ Heating sand, lime, rip rap and
inasonary sand, coal
Tots
and air condition, gas
Call Roger Hudson,
CARTER STUDIO
installation and repair
753 4545 or 753 6763
Phone 753-7203
300 MAIN 753 8798
Need work on your •••trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
Specializes in General Cleaning
SERVICE for Pro
We PROFESSIONALLY
fessional tree care
(and economically)
753 0338
dry clean carpets.
OVERCAST'S Re
frigeration and Air
strip and re-finish floors,
Condition Service
wash windows, walls, etc.
Cleaned and repaired
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH
Hwy. 280. 753 7275 or
TENDER, LOVING CARE
759 4053
759 9754 or 759 1834
SEWING Machine ReFree Pricing On Location
pair. All makes and
models. Industrial,
Wocy & Brooke Harrington
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
•
•••••••1swork guaranteed. Ken- •
GO•
•
oi•
neth Barnhill, 753-2674.
Stella, Ky.
•
•
WE Clean and Repair
•
Air Conditioners. Dill •
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
•
Electric, 753 9104.
•
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•
WET BASEMENT? We •
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
•
make wet basements
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
RAISED PANEL DOORS
dry. Work completely •
•
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cho.,
y
guaranteed. Call" or •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCA
•
SES
write Morga-n Con• •KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box •
FURNITURE
409A, Paducah, Ky. •COMPETITIVEREFINISHING
PRICES
• Dross •y & Soo
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WILL break and disk •Our Display
gardens. 753 5463 or
753-0144.

TLC

•
• DERRY'S

JIM
Painting
753-3716

For Sale

*FREE ESTIMATES*

19' Lightning
Sailboat, wooden
hull, main and gib
sails, 2 spinnakers, mooring
cover, trailer.
753-4623 after 6
p.m.
call
436-2155.

14 FT. Cherokee Bass
Boat and trailer with 35
Johnson, trolling motor
and depth finder. Call
436-5572.
1968 GLASTRON 14'
Runabout motor and
trailer. 753-2603.
BOAT, motor and
trailer. 1982 15 ft.
Duracraft Bass Boat. 35
h.p. Evinrude motor. 2
gas tanks, trolling motor included. $3,580.
753-7719 after V.m.
COMPLETE Fishint
Rig; Boat, motor and
trailer. Excellent condition. $1,250. 492-8652.
SAILBOAT for sale, 17
ft. 0-Day Day Sailer,
excellent condition
witrailei.
-1666 Ryan
Ave.
53. Services Offered
Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and , Aluminum
trim for all houses It stops painting

Jack Glover
753-1873
APPLIANCE repair
work all brands.
Specialize in Tappen.
Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
Earl Lovett.
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmor,e,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872. 753-8886
BhL
orne
OC
L K Building.
basements, garages,
footing, floors, driveways. Also brick work,
large or small jobs. 24
years experience. 7535476.
BULL Dosing Back
Hole and septic tank
work. 354-8161 after
8p.m or 354-8138 or
437-4533.
Water Wells.
Well Drilling. Home.
Farm. Irrigation. Pump
sales and service
Irrigation; equipment
Free estimates
247-6658.
CONCRETE work
Complete jobs and free
, estimates Call. Joe
Chambers. 345-2758
-GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing. sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973,.nights 474-2276.

rittRGESS

Aluminum Sent! Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
sng. Custom trim work.
References Call Wi Ed
Bailey. 7530689.

MALONE'S Remodeling from ground to roof
top. Phone 492-8183,
Evenings 436-2107.
NEED Home
epa rs.
Call Jim's Handyman
Home Repair Service.
1-474-8861.

•

_

•
•
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Beautiful A-Frame Hideaway And Four
Acres, One Mile
From Kentucky Lake. Central Heat &
Air, Wood Stove,
Large Deck, Stone Front And-Patio. If You
Want Seclusion
And Privacy, This Is The Place. Liberal Term
s To Qualified
Buyers Can Be Arranged. 'Call Bill Dodso
n 502-753-3231
Days, and 502-753-5686 Evenings.

FOR WOOD THAT'S
GUARANTEED FOR

YEARS Get

WOLMANIZED
Residential
Lumber
•guaranteed
in writing
.each_piece
`, individually
labeled
•no additional
charges
In the year NO, Treated Decking Lumber
the luruber in a
new %Vol utanized
wood dkck will
still be under

Warranty.

Size
8'
10'
12'
14'
16'
2x4 1.97 2.42 3.10
3.59 4.67
2x6 3.04 3.60 4.98 5.67
7.72
2x8 4.05 5.07 5.88
7.74 8.85
4x4 4.16 6.27 7.20

Nissans.rwieweicvswei

BAILEY'S
FARM LUMBER
-SUPPLY
CORNER INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
AND CHESTNUT
Phone 759-1099
Murray, K

•
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Bass fishing event to be Kenlake

OBITUARIES
a

AURORA,Ky.- Kentucky Lake will be the
site of the second Land
Between the Lakes
(LBL) Division bass
fishing event on the Red
Man Tournament Trail.
The May 20 tournament,
Mrs. Marjorie B. Mit- based at Ken Lake
chell, formerly of Hazel, Marina, has an entry
died Friday at the deadline of May.9.
Tournament director
Meadow Lodge Nursing
Home, Yale, Mich. She Dan Grimes expects exwas 1 years of age and cellent fishing, and he
a resident of Royal Oak, knows what bait the
most successful anglers
Mich.
will be using.
Born Nov. 16, 1892. at
"The top five on KenHazel, she was the tucky Lake will prodaughter of the late Bert bably use either a pig
Lewis and Olive Mc- and jig or spinner bait,"
Clure Lewis.
Grimes said. "The jigs
will work around the
surMrt. Mitchell is
brush and in the
buck
vived by two daughters,
coves. Spinner
of
back
Mrs. Walter (Ruby)
be used in the
will
bait
Misiak, Warren, Mich.,
grassy
and
brush
and Mrs. Orvis (Mary)
areas."
Wilson, Detroit, Mich.;
Up to 360 fishermen
six grandchildren; 10
great-grandchildren.

J.T. Cochran Michael Elliott(Main dies Mrs. Mitchell
Michael Elliott funeral and burial ser- dies; former
dies; funeral O'Cain.
5% months. died vices there.
Sunday at 5:35 a.m. at
The family requests resident here
rites held
Murray-Calloway Coun- that expressions of sym-

I

may register for the
Kentucky Lake tournament. A full 1Te1d would
yield $13,500 in . total
prize money, with the
winner earning $4,500.
The first LBL Division
tournament was held
April 15 on Percy Priest
Reservoir in Nashville,
Tenn. John Wright of
Effingham, Ill., won the
$2,537.50 first place
prize. Rounding out the
top five are Harold
Varden of Mt. Juliet,
Tenn., Ray Barga of
Gilbertsville, Ky., Billy
Joe Boitniott of
Princeton. Ky., and
James Foster Jr. of
Nashville.
To compete in Red
Man events, a fisherman must join Operation Bass. A $50 per
tournament entry fee is
charged; all entry fees
are paid back in tourney

J.T. Cochran, former ty Hospital. He had been pathy take the form of
donations to the Special
county agricultural ex- stricken at home.
The baby boy was Education Department,
tension agent in
Calloway County, died born Nov. 7. 1983, in Murray State
Tuesday. April 17, at Murray to Michael University.
Glenway Lodge., O'Cain and Nancy Farnum O'Cain.
Winchester.
He is survived by his
He was 76 years of age
and resided at 8 Ken- parents, Mr. and Mrs.
tucky St., Winchester. O'cain, 707 Olive St..
He had resided in Mur- Murray.
The body has been
ray from 1933 to 1943.
Mr. Cochran had serv- transferred to DukesMrs. Florence Ethel
ed as extension agent Harley Funeral Home. Rexer, mother of Bob
here and also _ in the Orangeburg. S.C., for Randolph of Murray,
counties of Gallatin,
died Friday at 9:5p.m.
Robetson, Adair and
at Western Baptist
Bath CoUnties for 31
Hospital, Paducah.
years.
She was 83 years of
He was a graduate of
age and a resident of
the University of Ken, The funeral for Mrs. Golconda, Ill. She had
tucky and was a Flora Schroader is to- retired from the Golconmember of the Fist day at 1 p.m. in the da Postoffice.
Local survivors InUnited Methodist chapel of Max Churchill
Survivors are three
a sister-in-law,
clude
Kiwanis
Home.
and
Church
Funeral
sons, Bob Randolph and
Club of Winchester.
The Rev. Layne wife, ,Evelyn, of Mur- Mrs. Hannah Lewis, and
Survivors are his Shanklin and the Rev. ray, Bill Randolph of an uncle, Fred McClure.
GOLDEN POND, KY. Visitors Center in Land
wife, Mrs. Dora May Kendrick Lewis.are of- Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
The funeral is today at
A new program trac- Between The Lakes
two
Oneida
Cochran;
Mrs.
Duncan
ficiating.
an'a James It'ud) Ran- 1 p.m. at the Kinsey- ing America's first 25 (LBL).
daughters, Mrs. Mary
White is organist and dolph of Metropolis, Ill.; Garrett Funeral Home,
"All Systems Go,"
years in space is now besoloist.
Ruth Thacker
_
two daughters, Mrs. Royal Oak. Mich.
-produced in cooper'aticrn
-the
in
O'ffe-re-d
•
ng
I
Pallbearers are Ricky Wanda Crabb of GolconPineville, and Mrs.
Burial will follow in multimedia with the National
Martha May Garrett. Dowdy, Frank Dowdy, da, Ill., and Mrs. Noveta
Oakview Cemetery theaterplarjetarium at Aeronautics and Space
the
Garland. Texas; two Jimmy Dowdy. Kenneth Lawson of Rockford, Ill.
the Golden Pond Administration
Oak.
Royal
at
Mark
sisters, Mrs. Rebecca Schroader,
Also surviving are one
Simmelink, Colorado Schroader and Darry brother, Hillis Rigar of
Springs, Colo., and Mrs. S chroader, all Elgin. Ill.; nine grandIrene Dors-ey. Lex- grandsons.
children including Steve
Burial will follow in Randolph and Michael
ington; five
the Murray City Randolph of Murray;
grandchildren.
The funeral was Cemetery.
n ine greatSENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
Mrs. Schroader, 88, grandchildren.
Thursday. April 19, in
the chapel of the Scobee - Rt. 8, died Friday at
The funeral is today at
Funeral Home, 2:07 p.m. at Westview 2 p.m. at the First Bapt.i
unc
0
,8 4 ..
1483
;
512321
I.B.M..
by First of
*Nursing Horne.
Winchester.
tist Church, Golconda, Prices. furnished
13% unc
•
• Jerrie°
Her husband, Nute F.. Ill. The Rev. Staley Michigan
Burial 1.4aS in the WinJ.C.Penney
16
:1.
.2:
Schroader, died Sept..•Langharn and the Ray. Industrial Average ,'_.
chester Cexxlelery_._
371'44 + VsJohnson- &. Johnson
5c .
1 U:n.
64.
-43.
30
29, 1957. She also was. Paul Sadler are Air Products
Kmart
by
death
in
Apple Computer
preceded
offieiating.
1178 unc
Mary Kay Cosm.
1534 unc
Telephone
one daughter, Neva
Burial will follow in American
Penwalt
+
25a.
'Pi
one
and
Black, in 1965,
the Sulphur Springs Chrysler
• ....61% + 5ii
. Oats
Qeuaarkser
s
nit,
:
u
636641:50:
son, Almon Schroader, Cemetery in Pope Coun- Dupont
33% - + %
age.
Ford
at an early
ty, Ill.
5% unc
Hall
Stuart
F
G.A
Born Feb. 12, 1896, in
,
The Rottman Funeral
uric
40%
Taco
Motors
General
she
Calloway County,
Home of Golconda is in
U.S-.- Tiaba,cco--.-.•.---------34% -%:344):1- --At was the daughter of the- charge of the
35% + 14
Wal-Marr
34 unc
Goodrich
late Billie Patterson and arrangements.
LONDON ( AP ) - A
14% unc
Wendy's
Goodyear
Fannie Young
sense of futile anger
+ 1/4
Williams
A.L.
Health
Home
Patterson.
lingers in Britain after
9 61
C.E.F.Yield
Care America
is survived by two
She
the-peaceful end to the
daughters, Mrs. Mason
Libyan Embassy siege.
Outland, Rt. 8, and Mrs.
A burst of gunfire in
Edith McKinney, 801
front of the embassy in
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
North 18th St.; two sons,
12
Square
St. James's
for
Conie
Final rites
J.D. Schroader, Rt. 1,
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
days ago seemed an unand Eunice Linn Newsom were SunAlmo,
forgiveable affront in a
Schroader, Rt. 1, Ben- day at 2 p.m. in the
country that doesn't
one sister, Mrs. chapel of the Max Churton;
even arm most of its
Reed, Mayfield; chill Funeral Home.
Ruby
police. The gunfire killThe Rev. R.B. Cope
19 grandchildren; 35
sh
e d a Briti
ndchildren; and Harold Irvan ofgreat-gra
policewoman and
four great-great- ficiated. Mrs. Oneida
wounded 11 Libyan
White was organist.
grandchildren.
dissidents, and police
Pallbearers were
was
said a smoking gun
ft-arin e.y _ N e-w SOme-,
seen in a window of the
IS
Junior Newsome, Bob
embassy.
Newsom, Ronnie
"The outcome is far
Newsom, Barry Mason
from satisfactory for
and George Rieland.
the government,"
Burial was in the
(AP) MOSCOW
grumbled the staunchly
U. Kirksey Baptist Church
tin
onstan
K
pro-government Daily
has moved Cemetery.
Telegraph • last week Chernenko
Mr. Newsom, 79, Rt.
y into the
after Prime Minister frequentl
month, 5, Mayfield, died Friday
this
eye
public
Margaret Thatcher's
the example of at 10:30 a.m. at Murraygovernment ended a following
n Leonid I. Calloway County
his_patro
standoff with the radical
in stamping Hospital.
hnev
z
BreLibyan regime of Co!.
He is survived by his
the minds
on
image
his
Moammar Khadafy.
Mrs. Modell
wife,
Soviets.
Britain broke of
been Wadkins Newsom; one
has
picture
His
diplomatic ties and exnine times in 18 son, Audrey Newsom;
pelled Libyan diplomats featured
front page of one sister, Mrs. Lava.
the
days.on
and quasi-diplomatic
Communist Party B urnett; two
the
in
Khadafy's
students
grandchildren.
daily Pravda.
London embassy.
its
-cast
crfs1
The
shadow all the way to
Libya, where 8,000
British workers and
diplomats were felt to
Highway 444
be in danger of retribu, Kentucky 42076
Concord
New
tion should Britain take
action against the LonPh. 436-5800
don embassy. And it
S!NGING
angered Britons that
distant Libya could
draw their-country into
a foreign feud then get
REVIVAL
off scot-free - thanks to
BriAph adherence to the
,peth'-ciples of diplomatic
immunity.
"It is hal-ci not to feel
Ixoth angry and
cheated," said the conSpecial Prayer-Special Singing Nightly
servative Daily Express
editorial.
in an

Randolph's
mother dies
at Paducah

Schroader's
rites today

prizes along the trail.
For membership information and to enter a
tournament, call or
write Operation Bass,
Rt. 2, Box 7413, Gilbertsville, Ky. 4 204 4.
Telephone ( 502 )
362-4880.
Fishermen who participate in Red Man
Tournament Trail
events are encouraged
to return their fish live
to the waters. Each live
fish is worth two bonus
ounces. A tourney limit
of seven bass returned
live to the waters would
mean 14 bonus Ounces
for an angler.
The LBL Division is
one of 15 geographical
areas that make up the
Red Man Tournament
Trail. Each division has
six tournaments, bringing the national total to
90 events.

The top 24 fishermen
in each of the 15- divisions will advance to
one of three regional
tournaments. Regional
winners receive a
Dodge Ram Tough
truck and a Ranger bass
boat equipped with an
Evinrude outbord, a
Motor-Guide trolling
motor, two Humminbird
depth finders and
GNB's Action
PackSuper Crank
batteries.
Each region's top 12
fishermen qualify for
the Red Man Ail
American Bass Championship, worth 8100,000
to the winner. Major
sponsors of the Red Mao
trail are Techsonic Industries, Ryobi reels,
FenwickWoodstream
rods and tackle boxes,
Stren line and Stroh's
beer.

Space• program being shown, LBL

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

•

Sense futile
anger lingers
in Britain

Newsom rites
held Sunday WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

air

Don't Just Sit There!

Chernenko. seen, print

SINGING and REVIVAL
United Pentecostal Church

)-

Get Up And Get Over To
That's It Levis For Their

SPRING SALE

vUp To 50% Off Storewide
t/ Men's Basic Levis $13.99
v Ladies Levis Bendover Slack Sizes 6-20
50% Off
.-Esprit 25% Off
i-Ladies Levis & Lee Jeans 50% Off

That's It Levis
Murray

Olympic Plaza

al&

-7 r

753-6882

(NASA), contains -much
of the original film
footage and voice recordings from the series of
spate flights which- puta man on the moon,.
established an orbiting
science lab, and returned a spacecraft to earth
intact.
The 45-minute show
was produced to commemorate NASA's
Silver Anniversary.
Given a mandate by
President John F. Kennedy to putta man on the
moon and return him
safely to earth during
the 1960s, NASA has
"captivated a nation
and provided
Americans with a
legacy unequalled in the
history of exploration,"
according to LBL
astronomer Doug

special audiovisual effects surround the
viewer with the sights
and sounds of Alan
trepard'e pioneering-space flight, the first
lunar landing, the space
shuttle's launch, and other highlights of
NASA history.
"All Systems Go,"
will be shown at noon
each Saturday and Sunday. Special group
showings can be arranged. There is no admission charge.
For more information, contact Land Between The Lakes at (502).
924-5602, extension.288,

Ge-gen -*aid-the.
planetarium's wide
screen projection and

•

We con remove •tuemps up
to 74 below the ground
431 4343 or 431 4319
We Now Houl P0 Grower

m

1

PROPOSE D NEN* ISSLE.

AN INVESTMENT SECURED
BY CERTIFICATES THAT
ARE BACKED BY
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
ANTICIPATED INTEREST RATE

.
Expected Offering Date May 16, 1984
U.S. HOME MORTGAGE CAPITAL CORPORATION
GN1KA Certificate-Backed Bonds
Serfes No. 6A
SAFETY- Secured by GNMA Certificates that
carry a guarantee backed t)s. the
U.S. GOVERNMENT as to the
timely payment of principal and interest

•

QUALITY-expecterd AAA rating by
Standard and Poor's Corporation
MONTHLY INCOME
HIGH YIELD
LOW MINIMUM INVESTMENT
For a col.n of the propeette, call or come in

R. Randall Saledin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

AA

Momfmn New Vv.!.
MerMorli SIK,MM

Edward
13. Jones
& Co.
/...CMIneit
•01er10,
,

Randy Soladin

erha
(Ti. ttontts may not he siild nor Tay
detnirry rrf the Imo/ ;moires tre6 and .apatcaicat .75 u huh rh,
br
OfferMs/ IS made This from e shall niit i.nrstiniti an
sohettatron of an miler I, Sur, ma shall there h. dni, uric irr the
m11
Hund5 rn any State in uhrr h sui h roller sin rtatum
uniattiui polo, /44 regiqratton sr quatittiatnrn under the securrtre.s
lass il sac h Clare r

...AND THE BIG GOING-OUT-0FaBUSINESS SALE AT
WIGGINS FURNITURE MUST GO ON TIL THE BIG
STORE IS EMPTY OF ALL NEW FURNITURE AND
BEDDING.

Hwy. 641
2 Miles North
of Murray

WIGGINS FURNITURE
-

•••

Open 8:30-5:00

•-amnia

